UH

The Burrill National Bank
OF

SOLIC IT ACCOUNTS OF

WE

pioneer National

place on Monday, Aug. 13, if a suffic ient A. Lord. Election will be held next
number of people indicate their desire to Tuesday evening.
Refreshments will be

NEW AI)VKKTI^KMB!NTS THIS WKBK-

K°-

partnership.
Hargreaves circus.

Bank

The Edward K Hammers Co—Eye specialists.
Dr L l. Larrabee—Dentist.
J I. Floyd—Market.
State Heard of Assessors—Meeting.
BulmvaH, Mr:
Wrn O Emery— Independent candidate for
register of deeds.
Bar Harbor, Mb:
Horse show.
Dbkk Islk:
Deer Isle Telegraph Co
Stockholders’

INDIVIDUALS,

CORPORATIONS, am. OFFER EVERY
FIRMS
WITH SAFE
\( COMMODAI ION CONSISTENT
ANI> legitimate BANKING.
am.

Wednesday, Aug. 15,

National Shawmnt Hank of HoaYon; National Commeeting.
mercial Hank, Albany, New York.
Hebron.

Com*si>on<U’ntH.

insurance:
To Orn Custom kbs

notice:.

We are pleased to stste that we are in receipt of advices, from the several
Companies represented by us. stating that their financial standing will not be
seriously unpaired by their losses in the San Franeiscn conflagration.
That they will tie able to pay all losses in that lire, in full, and still have
smile surplus to meet all other liabilities.
Ellsworth. April 24, 1WMI.C. W. & F. L. MASON.

6CI1KDULK OF

heard from every company represented by this agency; and
while I had no fears as to their ability to take care of San Francisco’s losses, they assure me that in no case will the surplus be

largest companies doing
O.

W.

RKCXIVRD.

WATCH CONTEST
At FLOYD MARKET
CLOSES THIS WEEK.

proprietor

of

Tickets are now given on all payments on
account, as well as on cash purchases.
Take advantage of this.

at

days last Ellsworth

gratulations

EYES EXAMINED!

on

are

receiving

the birth of

a son

day.

B.

who

was

!

the Methodist church last

con-

a

visit of several

Wellington Barbour,

of Bar

Har-

the guest of Mrs. W. A. Alexfew days recently.

was

Up.

DR. BAKER, Eye Refractionist,
will be here the first
COOMBS’ BLOCK.

seven

days

ol

August.

ELLSWORTH, MAINE.

MAIN STREET.

Ruby Gurney,

ence.

has

been

Haynes

and

Miss

Graee

Joseph W. Neal ley left last week for
join Attorney-General Hamlin
j for a cruise eastward in his yacht Mystery.
The moonlight excursion to Bluehill by
steamer Percy V’., under the management
of C. R. Cirone, is scheduled for to-night.
The schooner Osprey, which has been
owned largely by Ellsworth men, has been
J sold to parties west of the Penobscot
river.

Andrews,

at St.

N.

B.,

ui

menjr

tuts

Washington,

of

uieu

uujr,

on

speak at
Sunday,was un-

cough,

to

small but

a

appreciative

audi-

thirty

The

He went

American.

years ago

Ellsworth vessel

on

cream

of

tartar is adulterated

or

cannot be used in the

;

proportions.
alwa3Ts sweet
and light can be assured onty by the use
of Royal Baking Powder exclusively: Royal
is absolute^* pure and
proper

Food

j

hehlthful and does even

work at every

baking.

KOVAL BAK1WQ KOWPEK CO., WtW YOWL.

f

»

to

Washington,
the pension

UNITARIAN CONFERENCE.
Outline of Programme- Able SpMakWill be Present.

ers

The fifteenth annual session of the Han"
cock County Conference of Unitarian and
other Christian Churches will be held at
the Unitarian church in Ellsworth T«e©-

day evening

Wednesday,

and

Aug.

14

and 15.
Rev. Samuel A.
of

the

American

Eliot, D. D.f president'
Unitarian association,

give the sermon Tuesday evening.
Wednesday morning W. H. Dresser will,
will

was

the loss of

jibboom.

one

and

had been ill with

w

pneumonia developed,

agenarian.

attic of the

hooping

the ell.

result-

to

ell,

and burned out

A luncheon will be served at the

The firemen

(he

prevented

The

parish

in

its

spread

were

was

closed

|

no-

that
the

3tjnrrusnnnit6.

main

slightly damaged. The buildby Mrs. N. F. Parody, but
had recently been bargained for by Mrs.
Clement, of Bucksport, and the deal
both

ing

noon

Ellsworth extends
hospitality to visitors. Those coming on

hour.

the roof of

house, and also to the shed
adjoining the ell on the other side, though

Mr. Black reached the nine-

tieth milestone of his life journey Thursday, July 2d. Mr. Black enjoys good

Hopeful Aspects”.

Regeneration;

Tuesday to remain over night should
Coughlin house on Laurel street was tify Rev. S. W. Sutton, Ellsworth,
tire
last
to
the
extent
damaged by
evening
places may be assigned them.
of several hundred dollars. The fire eviThe public is invited to attend
in
started
around
the
the
dently
chimney
meetings.

That venerable and esteemed Ellsworth
citizen, Alexander B. Black, is now a non-

I

set the teeth

The

ing in death Sunday morning. The body
was brought here for interment Monday,

1

heavy or sour or
lumps of soda

Buuuemy

where he was employed in
department. He leaves a widow and one
daughter; also one brother—Isaac H., who
lives in Massachusetts, and one sister—
Emma, who made her home with her
brother in Washington. Interment was
at Washington last Friday.
The Ellsworth schooner Julia Frances,
Capt. George W. Alley, arrived here yesterday minus her jibboom. Capt. Alley reports that he was in collision Monday, off
Monhegan, with the New Haven schooner
John M. Brown. The fog was very thick,
and Capt. Alley did not know of the pres-

announced to

1

at others

his way from

the office of

Sanborn, deaconess, of

some-

and cake

biscuit

because the

for-

many yearn clerk of courts for Hancock
county. He was at one time employed in
some

If

edge. Flour, eggs and
butter wasted. This is

and

Victoria Beach to
Washington. Mr. Perry is well remembered by the older citizens here. He was
a son of the late Parker W. Perry, for
week

good,

that

Calais, where connection will be made
with the evening train west.
Clerk of
Courts Knowlton and wife are also attending the convention. They will be the
guests, while in Machias, of Clerk of
Courts Longfellow, of Washington county.

Edgar J. Perry,

times

full of

steamer w’ill take

a

In last week’s

The little

Dana, of Auburn, spent Sunday with Mrs.
Myra Jordan and daughter Frances.
Boston to

About your household affairs, especially the proper preparation of meals?
No need of it, if your home is blessed with
It is dependable,
one of our celebrated “KINEO' stoves.
kind
Just
the
order.
out
of
you want to make
rarely gets
is injurious to
Worriment
times.
all
you feel at ease at
stoves in
of
our
Kineo
one
health. Stop it by installing
your home to-day.

river, stopping

making an extended visit to relatives in
“Mikado”, was unintentionally omitted.
Saco, returned home Monday.
Dr. and Mrs.
Ellsworth friends of
Miss Alice Adams and Martin L. Adams
are spending their vacation
with their George E. Parsons, of Castine, sympathize
deeply with them in the death of their
parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. Q. Adams.
three-months-old daughter Elizabeth.
Miss Carrie

pleasant,

uneven.

will be

wound. Later
the hospital at Bangor.

report of the per- ; The full extent of damage to the Brown
forma nee on Tuesday evening the name J was not ascertained, but
Capt. Alley
of Lewis Morrison, attendant on the \ thinks she suffered considerably.

Arthur W. Austin and wife.

who

taken to

work
the

and dressed the

arm

was

of tartar

give the address of welcome. Rev. A. U.Hudson, of Newton, Mass., will give an
address on “The Sources of the Impulao
here next Sunday, speaking at the mornto Social Regeneration”; and Rev. W. M.
Brundage, of Brooklyn, N. Y., on “The
ing service.
Movement from the Old Faith to the
As an indication of the feeling in Bangor
New”.
.1 respect to the proposed powrer developIn the afternoon Mrs. Caroline S. Ather;nent here, many real estate agents from !
ence of the other vessel, whose horn was
ton, vice-president for New England ©
ilangor have visited Ellsworth during the I not going, until she loomed
a
vessel’s
up
the National Unitarian Woman’s Alliance,
past week to look over available pieces of length away. A collision was inevitable,
will lead a conference of alliance workera.No transfers are reported as
property.
but prompt action on the Julia Frances
j
In the closing hour of the afternoon and
yet, however.
prevented more serious damage, the ves- of the session, Rev. Thomas Van Ness, ol
A second performance of the “Mikado” I sels coming together as the Julia Frances
Boston, will give an address on “Social
was given at Hancock hall last Wednesday
was falling off.
The only damage to the
Some

DD APTIPF has been built on the lines of integrity and ander a
fair dealing. The fact tliat I devote my time
Harry L. Vincent and wife, of Mald-n,
exclusively to the scientific examination of the eye and the furnishing of | Mass., are visiting Mrs. Vincent’s parents, evening,
glass! makes it possible to do more satisfactory «ork botli for my patients
Miss

small

;he commissioners and their ladies on a
trip along the coast and up the St. Croix

| able to be here owing to a mistake in apyester- I
pointments. She will fill the appointment

arrived home yesterday
weeks in Boston,
Portland and other cities.
from

in

vf.

weather is

Contractor A. M. Foster,

I aura

Miss Eva Aiken

j

rUMw I Iwt

Glasses Furnished, One Dollar and

ith relatives in

Lamoine.

Miss

Fitts, with his daughter Emma
Harry, is visiting relatives in
Massachusetts.

Mrs.

and myself. Ninety per cent, of all headaches come from defective eyes.
I lit no glasses withWith the proper glasses all distressing pains will cease.
out a careful, adequate examination.

w

Boston,

sou

bor,

•

visit

!

j

Frank

and

OFFICE CONSULTATION. 50 CENTS.

MV

and

a

Business is increasing at the Union Shoe
factory. The greatest difficulty now met
is to secure a sufficient number of hands.
The factory needs additional men in all

tation with

Rev. S. W. Sutton will conduct service
East Lamoine next Sunday at 2.30 p. m.

shoreward

or

County Commissioners Eldridge and
Foss left to-day for Machias to attend the
innunl State convention of county commissioners. Their
wives accompanied
them. The sessions of the convention
will be held to-day. To-morrow, if the

Sunday. They were accompanied by their
granddaughter, Miss Dorothy Whiting,

guest of Miss Ruth Goodwin.

Willis Dunn and wife

Are You Troubled with Headaches?

Jones

Martin L. Adams.

is the

as

of the company at Ellsworth, and
Osgood and Lewis Hodgkins

H.

set the

deportments, and could employ from
Charles Shea, of Bar Harbor, was in twenty-five to fifty more hands.
C. J. Swan and wife, of Boston, arrived
Ellsworth yesterday.
The State assessors will meet in Ells- here Monday. Mr. Swan went East Monday evening. Mrs. Swan will remain here
worth Friday, Aug. 17.
for a few' days. Mrs. S. B. Swan is at the
Miss Mary F. Scott, of Baltimore, Md.,
Tarratine, Hancock Point, for the reis visiting relatives here.
mainder of the summer.
Kev. J. P. Simonton will preach at North
The launch Go Some, built by 1. L HodgEllsworth Sunday at 2.90.
kins, was moved from his shop to WalkFrank A. McDonald, of Pittsburg, Fa., I er’s
yard at the foundry Friday, where the
is spending his vacation here.
finishing touches were put on her, and she
Mrs. Evelyn K. Bullard, of Charlestown, went into the water Saturday. She has
not yet been given her trial trip.
Mass., is visiting relatives here.
The baseball game scheduled for SaturJ. Hallett Gilbert*, the well-known
musician and composer, with Mrs. Gilbert*
day was indefinitely postponed.
George S. and Walter R. Foster, of Port- was In the city for a day last week. The
GUbertes are to build a summer home at
land, were in Ellsworth Sunday.
and were here in consulMiss Annie Braiuerd, of Danvers, Mass., Lincolnviile,

of

The

w

cream

and soda to find their

put out of comexcursionists took their

homeward

car

Drs.

H. B. Saunders and wife, of Portland,
in Ellsworth over Saturday and

J. M. Nealley, one of Ellsworth’s oldest
citizens, is quite ill.
Harry Achorn, of Boston, is the gueat

The content at Floyd Market for the gold watches for
hoy and girl closes with the close of business Saturday
evening of this week. A boi will be placed in the
store in which tickets shall be deposited, the name of
contestant written on each. No further announcement of the standing oi contestants will be made, and
in fact, it will not be known, even to the
the store, until after the contest closes.

few

a

ing

were

who remains for

M. A. Clark spent
week in Machias.
Mins

and

the rocks several feet below. One arm
was crushed at the elbow, and an artery
severed. He was brought to the advertis-

formal announcement of the dispartnership of H. C. Stratton
and H. F. Wescott is made this week. Mr.
Wescott continues the business here. Mr.
Stratton left this week for a short trip to
Vermont on business.

•Daily, Sundays included, except that no mall
Is received from 12.08 train Sundays, and nous
dispatched at 2 Saturdays.
No mails dispatched to or received from the
east Sundays

business.

three weeks

boiler,

her

way

The

MAIL OLOAfM AT COSTOKVICR.

TAPLEY.

mission.

arrived last week to

solution of

Gofxo East—« and 0 45 a m, 4 and 5.45 p m.
(touts Warn*— n„'0a m, *2, *5.16 and *J» p m.

exhausted.
I solicit your business for the

MAILS

From W**T~*0SOa m, *12.08, 4.35and *0.22 pm.
From East—11.27 a m, 5.4tt and 10.50 p m.

11TAVE

George E. Packard
spend a vacation of

of

using

parties. The excursion was indefinitely
postponed.
James Jones, of Topeka, Kan., a bill
Gov. Cobb has nominated Charles Peters poster in the employ of Hargreaves’ circus
broke his arm while postin* bills in this
as register of deeds to fill out the unexpured term of the late W. B. Campbell. vicinity Saturday. Jones was posting bills
The nomination will come up for confirma- on w'bat remains of the old mill at Egypt
tion at the meeting of the council on Au- stream, Franklin, when a plank on which
he was standing gave way and he fell to
gust 10.

effect June 4, Jiff>6.
MAILS

the

or

have been vexed when

ful, and the excursionists w?ere on board
schooner, and ready to start when the
tug Little Round Top, which was to tow
her, blew out the [lacking in the manhole

been decided

npon as the date for the union picnic of
the Methodist and Baptist Sunday schools.
The excursionists will go to Newbury
Neck by schooner and tug.
two

Housekeepers

McKinley yesterday met with disappointment all the more keen because of
the circumstances. The day was beautito

parents, A. W. Packard and wife.
The family is spending this week at the
Grindie cottage, Pleasant Beach.

at sllaworth rosT orrtci.

In

has

300 people who planned to go on
Nokomis Re be kali lodge

Some

tne excursion of

with his

Me:
Hebron Academy-Fall term.
Old Town, Mb:
Robbins' vacation tour.

:

fltunu&rau'iits-

served.

Edwin M. Moore has rented the C. R.
Foster house on Bridge hill, and is moving in. Alec McXabb, who intended to
move to this house, has made other arrangements.

Etta Know—Notice of foreclosure.
CoCorn'r*’ notice.
H C Mtrnttou. H F Wescott—Dissolution of

ELLSWORTH, MAINE.

to commence business October 24.1887, the
of Ellsworth, Maine.

Authorized

LOCAL AFFAIRS.

owned

except for the formal transfer.
Coughlin and family moved out

John W.

health for one of bis years. He was pleas- last week to the Starkey house on South
antly remembered on his birthday by j street, and Mrs. Parody remained at the
gifts of flowers, letters and other tokens house to put it in readiness for the new
owner.
She had been burning paper and
from many friends.

Your

Lunch,

If you get it at INGERSOLI/S

BAKERY, will be satisfactory
half-way about

there won’t be any

it; everything is cooked just right
and

properly

served.

You can buy

Fancy Cooking

during
E. R. Packard and James A. Ivey, of I
About twenty relatives and mends met
and take it home with you if you
and this probably started the
! Warren, Ark., are visiting relatives and at the home of Ezra Davis and wife on the afternoon,
fire.
The loss is covered by insurance.
like.
friends in Ellsworth for 9 few days this Surry road luesday afternoon, the occa- Mrs. Clement exacted to move into tbe
Ingersoll pleases everybody, and
week.
sion being the seventy-second birthday of house this week.
The J&llsworth schooner t. H.. Udiorne.
Mrs. Davis. The day was perfect, and
it has become a popular custom to
A despatch from the steam yacht Aloha,
in Boston Satof which George E. Dunn is engineer, the time passed pleasantly. After a boun- Capt. Roland Bonsey, put
buy here for the home table.
announced her safe arrival in England, tiful repast, the party separated, leaving urday morning leaking seriously and with
It is the quality of our food that
and her pumps going at full tilt. She w*as
remembrance
of
behind tokens
23.
July
towed to an anchorage on South Boston
wishes for many returns of the day.
makes it so popular to buy or
Presiding Elder il. B. Haskell was in
Charles H. Dresser picked up a hand- flats. The vessel, laden with paving, left
Ellsworth last Friday. Mr. Haskell will
lunch at Ingersoll’s.
track Sullivan last Wednesday for New York.
make his first official visit here Saturday, some gold watch on the railroad
Off Cape Ann she encountered a stiff eastEllsworth.
last
Main
street
above
the
F. B.
crossing
just
Ellsworth
Aug. 11.
Main St.,
He made the find erly breeze with a heavy sea, in which she
afternoon.
Me. Miss Mary A. Robinson arrived yester- Friday and
labored so heavily that she soon sprang
was
able
to
return
yesterday
known,
day from Brockton, Mass., to spend the the watch to its
the efforts of the men at the
owner, Mrs. M. E. Libby, aleak; despite
summer with her parents, E. F. Robinson
annual
of
Boston.
Mrs. Libby, who has been pumps the water seemed to gain gradueleventh
and wife.
decided to make Bosvisiting at Bayside, dropped the watch as ally. Capt. Bonsey
Miss Myra Giles and Miss Christine she was
and the vessel arrived in the roads
leaving on the train Friday. She ton,
were*
the
She came to anchor and
Johnson, of East Eddington,
wrote of the loss to friends here, and was Friday night.
the worn-out crew worked heroically at
guests of John W. Armstrong and wife fortunate enough to recover the watch.
last week.
the pumps all night. When she was
At the Unitarian church Sunday morna Little Havana 5c
oir
towed into the smoother waters of the inA democratic caucus to nominate a caning, the congregations of the Unitarian ner harbor she did not leak so
badly.
didate for representative to the legislature and
in
Congregational churches united
The schooner will be grounded on the
haa been called for Monday evening, Aug.
the service. Rev. C. F. Dole, of Jamaica mud at
Marquand’s yard, East Boston,
6, at Hancock hall.
an inspiring serwhere the leak will be located and stopMass.,
preached
Plain,
she can continue with safety
so
that
Bide Trips Include Ste Anne de Beaupre,
Common
ped
Miss Anna Crippen arrived last week mon on “The Greatness of the
to her destination.
from Boston for a short visit here before Life”. The pastor, Rev. 8. W. Sutton,
Laclilne
and
Rapids.
Falls
Montmorency
going to Southwest Harbor to visit her and Rev. J. M. Adams assisted in the
Met a Terrible Death.
Music was furnished by the
service.
A WHOLE WEEK, LEAVING OLD TOWN 6 P. M., TUESDAY, AUG. 14. sister, Mrs. Harman.
John Keenan, an employee in the sulchoir of the Congregational church, with
A|republican caucus will be held next Miss Margaret Dresser, of the Unitarian phite mill of the Katahdin Pulp & Paper
car
The Entire Trip, covering all railroad and steamer fares, sleeping
was killed Saturday afterSaturday evening, at 7.30 o’clock, at Hanat
church, as organist, and assisted by Co., Lincoln,
noon
by accidentally falling into a
berths and staterooms, hotel bills, carriage fares, etc., $38.00. Quebec and cock hall, to nominate a candidate for George P. Paine, violinist.
representative to the legislature.
digester. Keenan was about fiftyGoodwill council, J. O. U. A. M., nomi- pulp
Montreal, $24.00. Quebec and Sagueuay Iiiver, $27.50. For full particuThe Daughters of Liberty are arranging nated officers last evening as follows: five years of age, single, and as far as
Old
Maine.
Town,
lars and complete itinerary—Address, C. W. Robbins,
known had no relatives.
for an excursion by schooner and tug to Junior
past councillor, M. Beckwith;
Keenan was employed as hopper-tender
East Bluehill about the middle of August. councillor,
Roy L. Bragdon; vice-coun- for the palp digester and kept this ma
ELLSWORTH
for
the
has
been
with wood, which was
engaged
Lynch’s band
cillor, Harvey W. Salisbury; recording chine supplied
ground to fine bits. He lost his, footing
day.
secretary, Frank H. Echenagucia; assist- and fell into the digester, being ground to
AT THE
The proposed excursion to Stonington ant recording secretary, Samuel E. Shorey; pieces in a horrible manner.
“MO PAT. MO WA8H1I."
F. Hopkins; warden,
by steamer Percy V. Monday was pre- conductor, Edmund
S«nd vour orders for FLOWERS for any
All kind® of laundry work done at abort notion.
While definite Charles M. Brooks; inside sentinel, J. W.
vented by the storm.
Goods called for and delivered.
purpose to MOSES, BAR HARBOR, and
floral designs a specialty. arrangements have not been made, it is Jordan; outside sentinel, W. W. Brook**; you will l>e pleased.
H. B. ESTEY A CO.,
H. Osgood, J.
Open all the year ’round.
probable that the excursion will take trustees, W. W. Brooks, F.
Long-distance telephone.
rubbish in the kitchen stove

the

_

AIKEN, Agent,

...

Bangor,

Noyes & Nutter Mfg. Co.,

ROBBINS*

Personally

Conducted Vacation

Quebec, Montreal

and the

Steam Laundry and Bath Rooms.

Saguenay

Tour.

Cigar

River.

All Seasonable Flowers
ELLSWORTH GREENHOUSE.

WEST

BHD

BKIiXJB,

ELLSWORTH,

MB.

■TuT

CHRISTIAN

Mretlag Topic For, the Week
Beirinnluic Aok. C.

Topic.
bak

By REV. S. H. DOYLE.
Duty, privilege and excuse*.

—

_

—

15-24.

xlv

The topical reference Is the parable
of “The“Great Supper.” The blessings
of the kingdom of God, to which He
Invites men, are represented by a supper which a eertaki man made and
bode many. But when the servant of
the man announced to the invite!
guests. Tome, for all things are now
ready,” “they all with one consent be
gmn to make excuse.” How like men's
treatment of God’s invitation to the
spiritual and eternal blessings prepared
for them in Jesus Christ! And yet how
contrary to man s best interests and
to what be ought to do is this attitude
tow ard the blessings of the kingdom of
God.
Duty .should impel men to tbe acceptance of God’s invitation. The element
of duty ;s clearly involved in the para
ble of die supper. The host at great
expense hud provided tbe feast, upon
the assumption that his Invited guests
would be present. This fact placed an
obligation upon them to go. God. at
great cost, the sacrifice of His only Son
upon the cross of Calvary, has pre
pared the present and eternal blessings
typified by tbe supper in the parable
of Christ He Invites all men to come
to Christ and an obligation rests upon
them to do so. It is their duty to give
obedience to the will of God. This
fact needs to be particularly emphasised today. It is too frequently the
case in our age that men consult th^r
personal Inclinations in relation to religious obligations rather than to look
upon them as a duty owed to God. This
is a false attitude. Duty should be n
supreme factor in all our relations to
God. The supreme question should not
be what we want to do, but what God
wants us to do.
To accept the blessings offered to us
In Christ should also be esteemed a
privilege, and the highest of privileges.
Most men l«ok upon it as a great privi
lego to be Invited to a feast given by
one occupying a
prominent place in
Ilf© and few decline such Invitations
How much greater a privilege it is fe
be Invited by God, by the King of
king*. to the feast of good things
which He has prepared for those who
accept Christ! Nor can we find any
reasonable excuse for refusing Hi* in
The excuses offered In the
vltatlon.
parable are typical of those which men
offer to God, but they were unreason
able, and other guests took their places.
Bo it will be with us if we attempt to
excuse ourselves from accepting Christ.
BIBLE

land ought not to be told that tbera l* • iuest, many useful snd beautiful
“
were found on the table ,tur
Ood above!
th.
had departed, and f« toward,
in this Yankre-land,
that
It
ami
l»
the
poauible
Ex pastor Newbert, of Augusta,
BDITfcP BY "AUNT MAI>GE”.
which haa produced tha highest type of rhese and many preaenta from friend, or
R c* u but 1*» I on.
civilisation, people are forgetting the former charges show in what high,.,It* Motto: “Helpful and Hopeful.”
Grovrlakd, Maw., July 27,1906.
thi. couple i. bald. Many
“aotbor and fiver of all good things"?
expressed th.
To the Editor of The American:
Dear Aunt Af(idgr:
The purpose* of this column are succinctly
children-the future men and hope that they might help to -elebrat*
The Rev. El me*- E. Newbert, formerly Are the
I know for falling hair
best
The
thing
very
'or the mutual
ihoir golden wedding.
tat cel in th? title and moin ignorance of
be
in
Auwomen-to
up
brought
church
is Mage tea rubbed Into the roots of the hair.
pastor of the Unitarian
Ttn, is Mr. Norton , Jifth year |n
benefit, and alms b» be helpful and hopeful
frock of j their Creator and His Holy Word? W here
I noticed that some one in the column asked
gusta, has recently laid aside the
Being for the common good, it isferthecom
where he baa a strong, active
tea
hat
hair.
cure
for
for
a
Hage
kept the clergyman to become a man of buai- j is the Sunday school? It would be disfalling
church, ,nti
non use—a public »er.* purveyor of inDo not Where be and his family are held
mine from coming out, and 1 have only to use „«*».
Mr. Newbert has chosen Augusta agreeable to be called heathen.
formation and suggestion, a medium for the lnp*leem.
I thought last fall
small
Heaven
it
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when he began taking Electric Bitters. He sented the
with s launch, fitted ones
society
p ui, Rockland Wednesdays and taturtuj*
for
bounties
that
these great
thanks
writes:
kWlSvo years ago kidney trouble
a m, via way landings.
and
for the work, with accommodations for
caused me great suffering, which I would
are due to some one.
From Joneaport at 9 90 a ro,
Surely, in this
four persons, valued at |5d,000. He also twentieth
never have survived had I not taken ElecTburadaya. via Mllbrldge and f ,ro^'Vtcarucr*
century the people of New Engthe atea
via
All
live
the
stock,
towards
me
Genalso
cured
of
except
tric Bitters. They
cargo,
gave flOO
running expenses.
of this Company, la insured against
eral Debility.” Sure cure for all Stomach, The new launch, at the request of the
marine rtak.
To Care a Cold la One l>ay
d
Liver and Kidney complaints, Blood dis- donor, is to be named*’ The Morning Star.”
F. S. Shkrmas, Superintendent,'
The plan in mind is to put an ordained Take LAXATIVE BROMO Quinine Tablets
eases, Headache, Dizziness ana Weakness
Price 50c. Gnarauteed minister into the field with Gapt. White,
or bodily decline.
Druggists refund money If it folia to earn. Ji. V. !
Gea’U**DMeX'
A
Pres*!
Calvin
Austin,
as soon as funds are available.
Usova's signature Is on eoeh box. *«..
by E. G. Moore, druggist.
Boston. Haas

ComapanOfnct.

berry aeuou it here, will send a few recipe*
to be used at needed.
With Jove to all, and hoping that all the
sick ones are better, will say good bye.
Ai’srT Emma.

Ulutual Benefit Column.

KNDKAVOR.

in'high

j

KXADLXG8.

Gen. vii, 1; Isa. Iv, 1-7: Eccl. xil, 13
14; Matt xi. 28; xxii, 1-14; Luke xv,
11-24; I Cor. x, 31; Col. iii. 17; Heb. x.
23-21); Rev. xxii. 17.
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wonderful comfort sometimes,
way seems h**.lged in. our
*»in’ empty and we ourselves helpless
to r member how great are God's re
sou:
s.
Inii>o»sible is only a human
word; there is nothing really h«*i>eles
|u nil His universe. And what tools tin
Mast r Workman «»es! A bH of mud
can <>*ien blind eye*; a pebble by a
rippli!. i brook can sweep a giant from
the prrh; a woodland stick cut to guide
sheep will suffice to bring water from
a doc t rock; a mail's worn garment
Will open a way through the waves:
a sunrise—just the breaking of a common (lay to all the world beside©-—ia
enough to scatter an Invading army
when 1 le wills that they should go.
As It was in the past, so it is Wtlll.
His soft, white snowflakes, multiplied,
will block the mightiest engine man
has Invented; His glittering icicles will
break tlte lines of human communication. Amid our dearth and poverty lies
hidden God’s wealth of resources, and
becaiz c we see no way in which it can
be done is no reason for loss of faith
It is
when

a

our

courage concerning any good cause.
We may ask what we will, from the
loaf of bread to the coming of the
kingdom, and be sure that if it is a
real and honest need the Father hears
and cares, and that the key for the
opening of the storehouse and the supplying of the want lios near at band—
In some unrecognized leader or unthought of commonplace.—Forward.

or

TVnten From Belfast Convention.

In

word, we teach not the usefulof religiou, but the religion of
usefulness.—Rev. J. D. Lamout.
As Endeavorers we must never be
among the unemployed.—Rev. Gourgv
R. Wedgwood.
I have been connected with one society that wtts sick unto death. The
nest year we buried It, and the following year It had a glorious resurrection.
—Rev. W. A. Bracken.
It is In the Christian Endeavor society that the reserve forces of the
churelrare kept In training.—Kyle M.
Alexander, Belfast.
There Is not a single Boldler In King
Immanuel's army who can dare take
his ease until victory Is assured all
along the line.—Rev. J. D. Gilmore.
The Christian Endeavor society trains
the young people to get on without the
minister, and the more they learn to
get on without him the more they
want to help him.—Rev. Charles Robaon. M. A.
Christian Endeavorers are Christian
enoouragers, and as such we should
defend the honor of our church.—Rev.
J. I). I-amont.
The children In our Junior society
are asking their fathers to Join.—Mr.
Moore. George's Hall.
Let us put In a plea for tolerance.
One of the brightest features la ovr
movement Is Its interdenominational
spirit. Bound together by a common
object we sink our differences of
thought and recognize the good In each
n

ness

jt

■bptiler.—T. J. Rogers.
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minister puts Into the ChijsEndeavor society he gets oat addfe.
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Steamship Company

w
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Ro^Jjp

IN

TRAVELS
DESCRIBED

SPAIN.

rev. t. f.

by

but-

ler, OF LEWISTON.
jNrKHKWTINO

t.RTTSM

TOLLING

TRIP MADR BY RIM Ilf HI®
DKWT DAYS.

OF

BTT7-

Her.T. B. Holier, pastor of Hi. Joseph's
church of Lawistofi, formerly of Ella«orth, recently loaned to I be Lrwiaton
j0H nal a series of latter* written by him
in hi* student day*, in the summer of
1«7V, w hile traveling in the wonderland of
Kpain. He writ**:
••From Worden a a we took the train for
Lourdes. The scenery along the route
presented the *ame uninteresting aspect
before, till we reached Lourdes where
the landscape begwn to be eery fine. We
•tapped for awhile at Tarpe*, where we
Tie a quiet, rather
had to change care.
neat, old-fashioned town where all appeared to teke thing* eaay and not to
bother th^maelrea about the bustle of the
great world outside their limits.
*»We arrived at Lourdes a few hour* before the shade* of evening began to 'all,
and *• Ik*me Night had not yet shut out
th* day with her »tarry mantle, we had
the pleasure of observing our surroundings. You *e# we began to be a little
poetic, and the scene deserves, at least,
some change of spirit.
“After leaving the station we found
ourselve* quietly driving along a beautiful little valley, bordered on every aide
by a hedge of hills, which in the distance
ri>*e even to the dignity of mountains;
for it must be remembered
the
department of the

we are

now

Byreue***.

filled, and hundreds of flags are poverished by repeated wars. Valladolid
j
attached to the roof.
itself, for instance, sacked by Napoleon
“Near the main altar also, are three and turned upside down by its own rulers,
j
national
flags, mementoes of distant | has suffered considerably from tbs havoc.
countries which have sent their children ! In all parts of the town one meets menhere to pray. Two of these flags I was 1
asteries, convents and churches which
pleased to recognize— the Emerald flag of have been rifled by the enemy, whether
old Ireland and right over it, the Star French or
8paq ish. The museum of Valspangled Banner of young America. The ladolid is composed entirely, or very nearI
altar is of becoming beauty for the church
ly so, of what was taken by force from
in which ’tis placed, but would need too
religious houses. And all the barracks
many words to describe.
for the soldiers stationed here were once
“All around the body of the church, on monasteries. Besides this the finest buildthe wall and Just above the
pillars, are a ings on the Plaza were one vast monas; circle of brazen hearts and
inscriptions tery, and its beautiful colonnade, no
■re now

relating

to the place.
“We took our leave of the little hotel
on the morning of the Fourth of
July and
w«*nt by carriage to Cnuterits (pronounced
k

rich plain of the Vega, and commands a
KITTERY TO CARIBOU.
view of *he
surrounding country for
Tis about twenty minutes’ |
many miles.
Fred W. Ayer, of Vassal boro Station
walk from the heart of the
city.
!
was drowned while swim
“Passing up a steep road, well watered aged sixteen,
;
fine

J

even

an interesting journey over
road, past the turnid streams,
huge r-efts and occasional fertile places.

80MR NATIVE

such

acts

just or brave.
right, ’tis all right.

lumbering

! might means
*
“A curious

COSTUMES

custom
prevails | hero of
a
1
primitive clothing the status of ths Blessed Virgin
iu real garments, and also statues represtructure was built of rocks and mud,
w itli a hole for the door and another
to let senting the Holy Infant Jesus. Again we
out what sinoke would go out, and the find that they place a garment on Our
“A

visit

was

hospitable

I

made to the rude hut of

shepherd.

I

|

The

night was spent in a cabin on the mounside, with two gendarmes for companions. The journey was continued in
company with a party of Spanish mountaineers. who were dressed in the costume
tain

of the

|

Lord on the cross, which extends from
the waist down to the toes, completely
eeix-ealing the legs, jusb like a petticoat.
: This surprises one at first, but
after a
! while you get used to it. What the object can be in this I know not; but cerI

peasantry—short blue, or purple or
jackets, striped shirts (such aa some tainly it has not a happy effect, regarded
call ‘hickory’ shirts in America), knee from an artistic point of view.
breeches, generally of blue, which are
“Every church has its feast, which is
bound at the waist by a Urge sash or celebrated with rejoicings, not only by
cinture that passes several times around the religious
ceremonies
within
the
the body and is generally of some color church, but also by illuminations, firedi fie rent from the breeches, blue worstsd works,
music and dancing withont (at
black

in
All

along the aide* of the hills are scattered
houses, walla, and farms, without any offensive disorder, resembling by the colors
of the varied produce and the irregular
boundaries, immense* maps in relief, wb.le
the serpentine road* niigtn tie compared

leggings, brown stockings, and curious
sandals bound with straps that sometimes
are w ound round the leggings, while beneath. th*- sandals are covered with largeheaded nails. The man is crowned with a
black felt hat, whose moderately broad

least in

brim

large company of young

hand

turned

is

is

Utrne

all

up

around.

staff with

n stout

a

spike

extremity. Thus the mountaineer
ready for his Journey. All his baggage
borne

on

his

back

in a

sort

of

case

that

j

women

is
Is

“On the

is

drajx-d

day

men

Spa

dance away the
their hearts’ content.

in

flageolet,

drum and

a

of the feast

and

Green

New sweet

!

is

corn

here at 40 cents

potatoes

are

among

a

saved.

The total loss is about

mutual

dozen.

stands, where beads,

images, crucifixes,

being of wood of about
in length. The approach to the grotto is barred by a chain
*<«
that carriages cannot enter, except
when (.tearing invalids, but one can pass
ion.

the

twenty

on

cross

or

thirty feet

without any hindrance.

“Well, here we are at last at the famous
grotto. At once we feci that we are on

holy ground,

for

we are

standing

before

heaven
spot where the queen of
deigned to appear before a simple child as
an introduction to the blessings she was
the

to

bear not to the

but to the
we

mighty

and the

afflicted and the humble.

stand at the

sour«,e

proud,
Here

of those miracles

“The view from the top of the mountain,
where for curiosity they stsnd w ith one
| foot in France and the other in Sjiain, la

services in the

j

magnificent.
rejoiced

mm.

to

ravine beneath.

remained

on

them
■

ruinii*

we

tlie

see

vu

n

<1111,

uum

Our
cliff

a

the few houses where the waters of the
springs are dispensed, and some hatf a

are

concluded,

sweet

time, during
dying into space.

sent

vate residences.
the unusual

A

sights

well

as

the

stand erected

a

some

is also illuminated

Spanish companions
w hile we descended.

Why they remained ! know not, unloss
they were smuggling; but they said that
they would not descend before the night.
‘‘Pent icon a is placed in the boaom of the
mountains, and is said to be 8,000 feet
above the level of the sea. It consists of
a grand hotel of three buildings, a church,

are

discourses

and

music for
et*

»uiv u

Pentirosa lying in

church

band retires outside to

as

bull-fight
seen

of |

The church
is

while at

j

priof

one

]

Valla-

dolid.
“rrom

Avila

hi*corial.

\

The

world.

prepared

to admit

it

wonderful

building,

1

am

fully

certainly

a

that

Best factory (new) per ft.16$1»
Best dairy (new).
16
Dutch (imported).30
Neufchatcl.03
Kggs.
Fresh

laid, per doz.
28*80
Poultry.
Chickens.
18423
Fowl.. ..

Uneeda Biscuit

Best loose, oer ton. 12 s 4
Baled
..it,
•

ilrsn.

Loose
Baled.

*•

..

is

taken al-

|

The total amount of

lar.

our journey led
to the
Spaniard* say, according
guide books, that the Es-

to one of our
eoru»l t* the eighth wonder of the

j

The only form of food made
from wheat that is all nutriment is the soda cracker, and
yet—the only soda cracker of
which this is really true is

Cheese.

rock-

several

in-

a&Strttetmente.

Creamery per ft.25$;8
Dairy. 28 423

I

for

strains

which

#40,000;

makes life now’ as safe in that city as on
the higher uplands.
E. VV. Goodloe, who
resides on Dutton St., in Waco, Tex., needs
no sea wail for safety.
He writes: “I
have used Dr. King’s New Discovery for
! Consumption the past five years, and it
j keeps me well and safe. Before that time
l had a cough which for years had been
1
growing w orse. Now* it’s gone.” Cures
chronic Coughs, La Grippe, Croup, WhoopI ing Cough and prevents Pneumonia. Pleaaant to take.
Every bottle guaranteed at
E. G. Moore’s drug store. Price 50c and
$1.00. Tr.al bottle free.

arrivals.

with

iTioe of butter and eggs has not changed
tMuind to the body by two straps, one mo**
since last week, but both are tirm at price
desire, naturally, was to visit the
over each shoulder.
It is astonpassing
instruments in the choir loft. A sermon
j quoted.
grotto. The approach was through one ishing what heavy packages they carry in
appropriate to the occasion is preached,
The quotations below give the range of
of those winding streets which one conthis way, and over a path that is rfifftrult and in the evening they have a ‘salve,’
retail prices in Ellsworth.
tinually meet* in small European towns, enough when one is unencumbered, w hen*
of vocal
and
instrumental
consisting
across which one could easily jump, and
Country Prod nee.
in fact one’s life is sometimes in danger music, and the
principal piece sung is a Hotter.
the way was lined with small booths or !
from the steepness of the crags.
hymn to the Blessed Virgin. After the
etc., are sold to visitors. On a high hill
before us appeared an immense crucifix-

was

countries, #145,161,939.74; Maine
companies, #10,738,957.13; special

brokers, #743,802.00.

the week’s

Galveston’s Sea Wall

Congregational

caught fire several times but

states and

raspberries.

berries and

decorations, solemn high
is celebrated with a band of stringed

Our first

The

church

Season-Hlue- surance, #20,000.
berrien and Raspberries Here.
I The annual report of State Insurance
Native strawberries have disappeared Commissioner Carr, just issued, shows
from the market, after an unusually short that during the past year the total amount
written
was
season.
The loss of the strawberry is of risks
#150.844,888.87,
made less severe by the arrival of blue- divided as follows: Companies of other

a

is

MAKKKTS.

strawberries Gone for

and young
ish dance to

the church

destroyed.

were

KLLSWOUTII

many cases, not »n all). On the
of the feast a large bonfire is kept

nished from

September,

gohe

burning in a neighboring square, (perhaj>s even several of them) a shower of
rocket* is sent heavenward, music is fur-

In

the

t he courses of rivers.
“Before tb*.* apparition to Bernadette,
Lourdes was of no importance whatever.

to

eve

[

I

If

either

are

double

1

country and their property taken by the
government. Kings and conquerors seem
to love to despoil unarmed religions of
their property.
I certainly
hot think

v-te-ray

was
premiums received
f >!OtiV)2JR,
divided as follows: Compani
f other
states and countries, $2,376,83«.05; Maine
mutual companies,
$113,561.0'
ap-«>al
brokers, $20,217.18. The total h i. nnt of

mountain streams and ornamented by ming Friday evening.
row of grand old Knglish
elms,
Robert Snowman, *>r., aged seventy-twc
the losses paid was fl,389,tr*8.04
arrives at the first gate of the fortress,
iderf m
called the gate of Justice, which is orna- ; years, of Southport, was drowned Thursfollows: Companies of other Kt.st«s and
mented by the figure of a key, while day while tending his fish nets.
i countries, $1,288,676.52;
Man.,
mutual
higher up appears the form of a band.
The programme
for the
North port ; companies, $101,321.52.
The legend among the Saracens wca, ’tis
said, that Granada would never be taken Campmeeting Aug. 20 to 25 is conceded to
The extension of the Somers : railroad
till the hand reached the
key. Twas con- be one of the best ever prepared. A large through fifty miles of forest notion
quered in 1498, the same year that Colum- number of the able and
eloquent preach- means the opening of a new ruins trial
bus discovered America. What a
glorious
period that was in the Spanish history. ers of the East Maine conference will take centre in the State. The Somerset's new
Here was a new kingdom won by its war- part in the exercises.
right of way is cut through some of the
riors, and a new world opened to them bv
Henry H. Adams, station agent at Rich- best timber growth in the State and
its navigator^.
“The practice of having squares in the mond, met death in a peculiar manner last through many miles of hardwood. I p to
center of their houses is
one
of the week. Adams was struck by a mail bag
the swamping of the right of way, them
charms of Southern Spain, especially in thrown from a
passing express, and re- had never been a human habitation when
Seville and Cordova. Here are placed rare
plants, fountains in some, and a large ceived injuries from which he died three a man could be found the year around.
screen drawn
above protecta from the days later. He was sixty-five years of The course of this new’ forest j»ath lay*
burning sun. These are the coolest and age.
locations which have
through
nv**t charming spots during the hot
part
Thomas F. Murphy, editor of the Water- been in operation for many years, whore
of the day.
“From Granada we went to Malaga. ville Sentinel, died Thursday, after a long log camps are maintained for use of the
From there we went by steamer on the illness. Mr.
Murphy was born in Augusta choppers in the winter and the log driver*
Mediterranean to Cartagena, stopping at
fifty-one years ago. At the age of thir- for a few’ weeks in the spring time. Where
Almeria on the way for about twelve or
fourteen hours. Then by cars to Y’alencia teen he entered the office of the Maine the extension crosses the east branch of
and to Barcelona. From Barcelona we Farmer and learned the
printing trade. the Kennebec river, and from that point
branched off to Manvesa where we visited As
printer, news correspondent and edi- to the big lake, Moosehead, there are nuthe holy cave of 8t. Ignatius. We arrived
during the feasts of Manvesa and in the I tor he had been connected with newspa- merous and excellent spon ing camps. The
evening saw a grand torchlight procession per! ever since. He had been editor of road w ill traverse Mayfield, Moscow and
and a brilliant display of Hreworks.
the Sentinel for the past three years.
Moxie townships, above Bingham, and be“From there we went to Montsurrat,
At Brewer Friday afternoon fire de- tween that village and the crossing of the
which is one of the most famous pilgrimage* in Spain. This is a mountain, on the stroyed the ice-house and warehouses of branch. In this lower section the road
too of which is a monastery which conF. II. Drummond, the dwelling of John sweeps back from the main river of the
tains a miraculous image of the Blessed
Kennebec, and rises over the ridge which
Virgin. We returned to Barcelona and C. Holbrook, and several other small marks the eastern
boundary of the river’*
took passage in the French Bteamer for buildings. Several canoes and small
boats,
Marseilles. I came on to Paris, where I
worth of lumber, #5,000 worth of watershed.
#1,000
arrived on the fifth of
having cooperage and
grain, and 12,000 tons of ice
been
over two months.”

by

a

one

doubt, formerly marked the cloister. Religious orders were banished from the

mountain

|

1

together as it stands, while any of its
parts may easily be surpassed by places of

dozen or more other necessary bouses, less pretention. It is an immense strut*- |
with whose fame J,h** world in familiar and where one finds a few
stores, a barber ture, built by Phillip II in fulfillment of
the testimonies of thefr truth ar»> before
shop, diligence offl ••, dis'Hmaarr, ste. n tow, after the victory of St. Qulntin. It
«■«**.
Behind us rushes on, with a great
The priest was very kind to us, a:ut the was destined to be at once a monastery, a
deal of noise, a little river called th*1 Gave;
guests at our tible plea*, »d us much. In palact and a tomb for the royal line of
t>efore us rises tn silent
the
majesty
fa> t, I am charmed with rt;»a!iish polite- Spain.
rugged face of the steep hill on w-hoae neaa. You are treated by them in a genial,
MADRID AND TOLEDO.
crest a
txautiful church rears its staple
friendly manner; none of this Icy, rigid
“Madrid is but a few hours’ ride from
and croas to the dear blue sky above.
etiquette which makes one continually the Kacorial. Next to Paris, tis in
many
THE OKOTTO AT LOURDES,
fear less he may commit some error at
the most charming place we have
No, yon ars respects
“At the foot of the hill, beneath the which others may sneer.
met. It has all that one would expect to
church where we stand, is the famous placed si your ea.se; if you do something meet in a
grand capitol. One dots not I
grotto, illuminated with a hundred can- different from the rest no one pretends to find here,
however, the grand storehouses,
dles, while all around the pilgrims who notice, and if you s|»eak the most abomi- factories and
workshops, that speak at \
visit here kneel in reverence, kiss the nable Hpanish, you are listened to with as once of
strength and prosperity. Here j
Casground, and off r the prayers of their soul much respect as if you spoke pure
we saw the first horse-cars I hut we met
for the protection and gracious assistance tilian.
( since leaving Paris.
IN CHARMING LOYOLA.
«»f that
of
the
Virgin Mother,
purest
| “The sights lo be observed here are
creatures, for themselves an 1 their friends.
‘•Loyola is a charming valley, and seems numerous, but the most interesting places
K statue of the Holy Virgin rests in the to be very fertile. We were bounded on
we visited are the Royal Museum of Art,
ni*. he where she formerly appeared in all sides by hills during the ride through *
the Koval Palace, the Royal Armory, the
cultivated
as
in
if
she
were
still
These
nearly
hills,
reality,
per- the valley.
present
t>otanu*al gardens, tbo Gardens de Bueno
son to receive the
petitions of the faithful to the top, are ornamented here and them Retire, tin* Prado, the chamber of deputies
who come here; w hile a vast number of by little cabins, while in other i»rts cue
or Cortes, and the library.
crutches, cane*, inscriptions, etc., bearing meets a number of sheep and goals roam- I “At last we left for Toledo, w here we
a little
the uauv-s of the favored ones, proves that
flows
foot
the
At
will.
at
ing
spent a short time. This i* an old Arabian
those w ho come in the right spirit do not stream over which several stone bridges
city with very narrow, winding streets,
a
charm
add
which
unrewarded.
at
go away
are built
intervals,
built on * lofty, rocky cliff overlooking
‘•During our stay the grotto was visited to the scene. After passing a few little the river Tagus and presents a very picseemed
from
the
two
of
where
very
bodies
by
people
large
pilgrims
villages,
turesque ap|ieurance on the approach.
The church, happy, we at length stopjied at the birth- The most noticeable
different parts of Frame.
thing about it, howwhich is capable of containing from two place of St. Ignatius Loyola, the founder ever. after
viewing the quaint old city
to three thousand, at a rough guess, was of the Jesuits.
itself, is its cathedral, which is one of the |
completely filled by each in turn.
best in Hpain.
**lhe church itself is a !»eautirul budd- them that principally render any place Iniu
an
exists
on
stone,
This
harmony
ing. Tis built of light-colored
teresting.
fete of Toledo. The square was crowded
•n eminence commanding a fine view, and
eminent degree at Loyola. The mind ia with fieddlem of various wares, and in the
I
has two tine chapels.
The crypt, or won by the religious tone ol the cloister, evening there was a grand illumination in
lower chapel, is large enough for a few the eye, follow ing the proportions of the the garden* outside the city walls, while
hundred persons, and contains six altars. landscape, is gradually raised aloft, » hilt fireworks were shot off from the heights
Here the members of pilgrimages, as the heart, full of the recollections of the above. The fete was the octave of the aswell as others, receive communion before past, cannot remain unaffected by the
sumption of the Blessed Virgin, Aug. Zi.
attending high mass in the grand chapel tranquil happiness of the natives, who I The illuminations were on a large scale,
above and as several masses are celebrated come here to offer their d< voliona, at the lantern* In hundreds of thousands were
on all things.
at the various altars, much time is uot repeace which seems stamped
strung on the trees around us and formed
quired to satisfy the spiritual wants of a Thus, this charming little valley of Loyola, in arches on poets erected for the purpose,
illusthe
like
lower
of
the
God,
remainder
tlessed
by
large parly. The
evidently
while the whole city and neighborhood
part of the church is occupied in part by trious man whose usmc it besrs, rslses were out on parade to enjoy the sights.
number of oar thoughts to higher things without
two long corridors where a
to Cordova,
“We next hastened on
confessionals are ranged by the side of letting us forget that we are human.
and
which presents the same narrow
Is
its
of
Burgos
attraction
the wall. These stalls bear not only the
“The great
winding streets as Toledo, the same diffine
is
a
structure,
name of the clergyman to be found there,
This
gothic
cathedral.
ficulty in finding one’s way, and has also
but also the kind of language be speaks is which was begun in 1£» by Bishop Maur- a renowned cathedral. This is also one of
be
said
the
to
is
and
French,
lie
it
an
English,
Englishman,
ice,
mentioned, whether
the old Moorish cities, much talked of in
exromance of knights errantry, and is very
German, etc.
grandest in Spain, that of Toledo alone
a
besides its hisThe grand-chapel is reached at the cepted. But, oh! what a miserable col- interesting as curiosity,
Unlike Toledo, its
It torical connections.
main entrance by a broad double line of lection of houses 'tis surrounded by!
houses are generally white, while those of
of these
Toledo are dark, its cathedral w as once
steps, to the right and left, built of the would seem as if the architects
their miserable shanties, ashamed of the pres- upon a time a Turkish Mosque, but has
same stone as the edifice, and at
faith ex- been altered to suit the requirements of
summit is a spacious group representing ents) of this grand monument of
Christian worship.
fit. Michael overcoming Satan, and on the pressed ill art, tried to hide by the vilest
“From Cordova we went to Seville, the
left stands Our Lord revealing His Sacred of their works, the genius which they capital of Andalusia, and with Madrid it
is, by odds, the mof*t interesting portion
Heart, while close by you behold Notre despaired to equal.
of Spain.
Tisagrand city, which comOn the w hole Burgos seems to tell the bines the
Game di Loudres.
quaintness of Toledo and Coris historical.
Its
find
of
glory
the
yourself
Spain.
history
chapel you
dova, together with the elegance and busi“Entering
in a beautiful basilica, Gothic in archi- Its tlnest monument* are its oldest; its ness activity of Madrid.
“But the cathedral; that is the point of
the
tecture, a line of pillars meeting In meanest those of the present. Thus,
most interest and importance, after all,
in it.
arches guarding the right and left, and jsuit and preaent are contrasted
whether it be considered from a religious
ornamented by a number of smaller The past speaks of power, taste and rlcheaj point of view or with an eye for art. This
and poverty. old church pleases me far more than any I
chapels along the sides behind these pil- the present reveals weakness
have yet met anyw here, though those of
their taste, or, more
that
an altar of
cannot
I
having
say
each
little
chapel
lars,
Ah,
Toledo and Burgos are excellent.
different style and dedicated to different properly, their refinement, has departed how can the Spaniards have lost their
But
when they had the genius to
on the contrary.
Blessed
the
their
from
midst;
Sacred
Heart,
or
the
to
saints,
It is beeave such monuments of art!
their poverty prevents them from dis- sides a museum for some of the choicest
Trinity, etc.
“Above the pillars are stained w indows playing it in their work.
of Murillo, Valasquez, Zuopaintings
oaran, ( ano, and others.
below which little niches are formed.
VALLADOLID CUSTOMS.
“The next important place is Granada,
These niches are for the reception of little
is the next place visited. formerly the capital of the kingdom of
“Valladolid
banners which each largo party of pilThe great attraction is the
that name.
The people seem happy, notwithstanding
of the Alhambra, which restB on
grims leaves as a token of their visit, a
palace
would
or
American
an
Englishman
what
the summit of a cliff, w itnin the walls of
mark of respect to tha queen of angels,
-ider drawbacks. They have bees «SJ- Its old fortress, overlooking the city, the
do far as 1 could observe, all the niches CO

1

Vegetable*.
New potatoes, pk
30 Onion-, tb
l-3 Beets, tb
Lettuce,
n* Ctbhage.ft
Radishes, hunch
02 Spinach, pk
Turnip*, tb
Bunch beets,
03 Tomatoes, ft
Ot
Cucumbers, each
Celery, bunch
8wcct potato*’-, lb
05 String beans, qt
3
Summer squash, tb
Bean*—per ji
Gieeii
o
|>k i:
Yellow'ey*
N -w carrots, bunch 08
Pea.
03
Bunch onions.
t’
Green corn, d z
► roll.
12 I'in-appl's, each
Raspberries, lb
0
Lemon* do/.
Blueberries qt
25.60 Cantcloupu,
Ornngft*, doz
40o35
Watermelon,
Groceries.

13

The

only

I4<j0t)
1
t,'«0|

soda cracker
baked.

The

only

soda

2-

tC
2
Op

Klo,

Mocha,
Java,

Tea—per

ft—

Japan,

Oolong,
Sugar—per ft—
Granulilel,
Coffee—A
Yellow, C

cracker

effectually

The

only

soda cracker ever fresh,
crisp and clean.

The

only

soda cracker

If

'.1

good

at all

times.

2V|3J
1 Co 5

In a dust tight,
moisture proof package.

Bice, per ft
.064."s
.164.25 Vinegar, gal
■20<i2'»
33 Cracked wheat,
.o.i
8ft Oatmeal, |>er ft
.2^
Buckwheat, pkg
.04
.454.65 Graham,
.04
.304 65 Bye meal,

ft

scientifically

protected.

i-«jl.

a

Cotloc—per

*

1

NATIONAL BISCUIT COMPANY

Granulated m<*al,ft 'Y2>%

O'

B,

Oil—per gal—
Linseed,
-05j*
Kerosene,

6.34.70
12

08 nh,
Powdered,
Molasses—per gal—
.85
Havana,
Porto Rico

.50
.60

Syrup,

I Clarion Ranges

Mt'iit* sml Provision*.

beer,»
Steak,
Roasts.
Cornea,

Tongues,
Tripe,
Veal:
Steak,
Roasts,
Lamb

ib.

rorx,

.lft «.o0
.12 4.2ft
.0«#.10
lti
.05*08

Chop,
Ham, per
Shoulder,
Racon,

15
164.22
12
li g25
il
10g!2

lb

Salt

Lard,

20
10 4.14

Sprlna lamb, 12 m2ft
w
Tongues, each
Salmon,
Mackerel, each
318 Lobsters, Ih
12 shrimps, qt
16 Shad,
UH
06

12

trout, th
Sword Hub, ih
Sea

fbility.

CLARIONS have been in
continuous use in many Maine
homes over 30 years and in that
time have cost practically nothing for repairs.
When you buy a range you
can count on long service from
it, if its a CLARION

FUh.

Fresh

Cod,
Haddock,
Halibut,

25y30
30
20

80
10

Fuel.

Coal—per tonWood—per cord
Broken.
Dry hard, 5 00 46 50
3 0045 00
Stove,
Dry soft,
Roundings per load
Egg,
1 00*1 25
Nut,
5.00
Blacksmith’s
Buttings, hard

7(0
7(0

7'0
6 50

Flour, Grain and Feed.
55
Flour— per bbl—
Oats, bu
5 00 §6 00
Shorts—bag— I SO 31 35
130 Mixed feed, bag,
Oorn.lOOft bag
135 4 1 40
1 30 Middlings,bag 18ft 31 50
Corn meal.bag
1 65
1 30 Cotton seed meal,
Cracked corn,
A

Guaranteed

Cure

to cure In

6

14 10

days

50c.

established

WOOD & BISHOP

I

or

write

Bangor,

us.

Me.

The Wabash Railroad Go.
THE

DIRECT

LINE

FROM

NEW ENGLAND TO THE WEST.

Nasal

CATARRH
Ely's

CO.,

agent,

___

2U>S)rrttsmunt0.

In all its

bee the *-LAKIUN

THE IMPERIAL CLARION.

for Flies.

Itching, Blind, Bleeding Protruding Piles.
Druggists are authorized to refund money If,
l’AZO OINTMENT *alls

I

ECONOMICAL

The combination of perfectly
fitted joints, doors and slides
with the best materials obtainable gives absolute control of
the fire and remarkable dura-

Tourist

Sleepers

Boston to

Chicago.

j

stages.

Cream Balm*

VERY

cleanses, soothes and heals
the diseased membrane.
It cares catarrh and drives
away a cold In the head

TO THE PACIFIC COAST AND OTHER WESTERN POINTS,

Cream Balm is placed into the nostrils,spreads
over the membraue and is absorbed. Relief Is immediate and a cure follows. It Is not drying—di*ei
not produce sneezing. Large Size, 50 cents at DrugKLY BROTHERS.

ft«

RATES

IN EFFECT

quickly.

gists or by mall; Trial Size,

LOW

10 cents.

particulars, write
Boston, the New England
For

to 17<>

Washington Street,

ollice of the Wabash.

j

Warren Street. New York

i&tjrrtistmmt#.

I*restige,

[To
Take

Cure

Laxative Bromo

a

Cold in One

Quinine
This

Seven MilBon bores sold in past 12 months.

Tablets. JS

Signature,

Day

P7/f/

on even

l)OX. 23 Sr
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HANCOCK COUNT* PVHLIdHINO CO
If. W. RoALlNS. EdUor and Manager.
W. H. TlTUi, Associate Editor.
■aait»M<rriplion Price—$2 Oo a year; $1 00 for *lx
ttrrtbs; fli cents for three'month*; If paid
aerially In advance, $150, 75 and S8 cent*
respectively All arrears urea are reckoned
4ms rate of $2 per year.
\re reasonable, and wit)
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—

made known on

application.
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RKFTBLKAY NOMINKES.
STATE ELECTION. SETT. 19, 1KW.
STATE TICKET.

candidate
It is difficult to under-

stand hie attitude as an independent,
since he has accepted a place on the
regular democratic ticket. It is to be
presumed that he will support the entire democratic county ticket; but as

generally understood,

an

F r Senator*,
sUH ?. MILLS, of Stonirigton.
LUEBE
ASY, *f F/den.

For Cl r'. of Courts.
JOHN F. KNOWLiVN. of Ellsworth.
Lrobate,
EDWARD E. CHASE, of Bluehill.
For Jud*-

i

Sheriff,
WIN FIELD 8. TREWufiGY, of Surry,
Fot County Atto- 'ey,
C.iAFLES H. WO-Jl.’, of Eden.

For County Treasurer,
HOLMES, of Ellsworth.

BOBF.RT B.

Here’s

desperate
suggests
in, and the frantic efare msking in their hopeless struggle after the political con-

straits they
forts they

shell is

are

R. Hadlock. of Cranberry Isles.
Harbor, Sorrento, Franklin.

J+x>m U inter

SuLli.an,

Gouldxhoro.

Ukam and

townships

East brook.
and

H’al-

plantations

Has. 7, 8, P. 10, 21 and 13.
Joseph H. Doyle, of Franklin.

feet

are

record hard
Jeremiah
ago

Their own antics in the management of their own affairs suggest that
their advice as to how the repufnicanshall act is not of a kind that is entirely safe to follow.

and

hs-

been

set

as

a

_

automobiles will

“Many's

EVENTS.

COMING

a rare one

Nantucket has followed Bar Harbor's
and excludes ail automobiles.
While the decision of the Maine island
town has been accepted with little protest, it is not so in the «*•»• of Nantucket,
and extensive legal proceedings arc threatened to test the ri/ht of a town to take
such action. The Boston papers speak of
Nantucket as the first town m the country to take such drastic action against
automobiles, but. as a matter of fact, it is
considerably behind Bar Harbor in tbc
matter. It is said tint tbc action of Nantucket is promoted by the fear of the
local liverymen that the introduction of

republican- have been conducting
tlieir affairs, and ‘curiously enough
lots of things done have not met with
their unqualified approval

ruin

their business.

the time I’ve heard

men swear

fog; many's the time I have done
the sam* thing myself, bat, after looking
at that beautiful sight, 1 doubt if I'd do it
again.” The man who spoke was one of
the summer visitors at Chat me.
The
“that” to which he ref*rr-'d and indicated

Wednesday, Aug. 1-Moonlight excursion to Bluehill by steamer Percy V.
HarTharsday. Aug. 9, at Ellsworth
afternoon and

circus;

greaves

performance*.
Thursday. Aug. 9,

evening

with
at

Manning

hall

banquet of Ellsworth
high school alumni association.

Saturday. Aug. 11
of Liberty, to be

Field

day of Daugh-

observed

by

Sunrise

15

Aug.

j Methi»di»t and

—

schools to

Newbury Neck. Tickets. 25 rents.
j Tuesday and Wednesday, Aug. 14 and
15
Cottmy conference of Unitarian
at

Ellsworth.

Friday, Aug. 17—Meeting
of

assessors

of State board

Ellsworth.

in

Thursday, Aug. 23. at Bet la ball, Bayside-Fallen on family reunion.

27

hi*

which could

one

shoreward and

inland.

It

however,
aware

that

a

that

seeing
Bunker

around

glancing

imminent and

was

it could

not be

the

head

of

avoided, Mr.
the

Wednesday, Aug. 15—Butler

the top of Bluehiii mountain
billowing clouds, which sovered tb .■ p
of the mountain. The ra; » of tbc -.»• tn.'f
sun striking the fog gave a color effect
which has never been equalled by any S
artist no matter how clever. It was a
picture worth travelling miles to *tv. It
lasted nearly half an hoar, and w hen it
was gone there was genuine regret among
the meml»ers of th<

s

m ner

AMI SI-.WKM

blow instead of

meeting

it

reunion

at

Saturday, Aug

Harbor dog show.
and

Thursday

8

—

fairly.

men were

1

nOY

worth. Me.

the steamer.
After the collision boats were hastily j
lowered and Mr. Bunker and Mr. Davis, j
who

in

the

water, were picked up
and hurried to t he steamer, on board of
which, fortunately, was Dr. C. C. Morri- i
were

son, of Bar

Harbor,

who

applied

restore-

Jot Sait.
Urge A'gsn.l burners, suitable
j for ball or church, iu good order
Apply
to A. L. Maddox or R. * «» »*», Ellsworth.

IAMW-tl«

1 AN KM Two ttvAthr vanes (horses) brand
t
new, dire-, from the »’«nuf*cturer
Rods and fixtures complete. Will be sold
cheap. Inquire at Amk*ica* office.

!

Political jlOttff.

recovered.

IMiMTNIdVT

peevish,

MK< 1AI. NOTICk.
not treepaaa In
Caolculocq, p,„
demand prnte.tInn lo ill,
."‘•I
from the moot] ..I Ilan.ork. the
<
01
«htne. and the finite Mat** of
'I *ST C. Feen

kO
iIF

Anir,,e?*

_

KTATK

CtNfMDATR

I*' inform m> friend* thst I shall
rnn on an tndep idem ticket for Regtor ib <n<t co.mti.
Mull Iran. Jul. V*. 1MM
Ww o Kuaav.

1NYHH
ister <>f D«etl"
j

MOST
COMPLETE

Hargreaves

circus

1*1

Meeting

of

alaen.1®.

ieeemuSSf
wtthTh.

«*,•»

??j

prop,,.”

rendU
til

irgai

has

seen

the

Hargreaves

show

H.

■

SprtiAt

:

?•

outtw.

NOTH

>

e

annual meeting of the
rpilK
1 the Ellsworth asd Der

stockholder#of
D?e Telegraph
ompaay. for the choice of officer* ai d traps
acii-n of any other ‘-u-inesa that may prop
erly c me before it, w)U be btH at the public
ball tn beg wick. *4*ine. on Wednesday, the
1Mb day of August nest, at t o c ock in the
afiemoon.
R A. usosa.
Deer lale. July **. IHW.
Clerk
»

shows this

w

4tnu:Suc..itnii

All A
AIR
I
I
V

Ilf ||
UIIIVV V

WITH ALL
ITS

MODERN

FEATURES

IS COMING TO

ELLSWORTH.

_THURSDAY,

AUG.

Q

J

HARGREAVES’
RAILROAD SHOWS

BLUCHER TIE
you wish your feet to have
trim, well set up feeling, just buy a pair of
"Queen Quality” Oxford* Once
worn, it's safe to say you'll always give them the preference

IF

that

rP

mr* rv^uegied to m«et in caucnx at
rk nail. K .avtorth. on Saturday. August
at ? Si o’clock p m
to nominate a c*n
for r*(>re<*nt«tiv* to the legialature to

worm

♦

iw

tfdMa

Wwpporud la the September election.
Per Older.
Rarraticaw City

C ommittee.

m

W.

Sutton, pastor
Closed during August.
East Lamoine—Sunday, Aug. 5, service
at 2.30 p.

m.

Mr. Sutton.

CONG’L, ELLSWORTH FALLS.
Rev. J. D. Prigmo<e, panto*.
Sunday, Aug. 5— Morning service at
10.30; sermon by pastor. Sunday school at
11.46. Evening service at 7.30.
UNION

^omenuiult.
▼he most astonishing exhibition of
Prayer meeting Friday evening at 7.30.
BAPTIST.
pa*' «*l tumbling that has been seen
ta Hancock county for many a day is
Rev. P. A A. Killam. pastor.
Us somersault of William O. Emery,
Sunday, Aug. 6— Morning service at
of Sullivan.
10.30. Sermon by pastor. Sunday school
At the recent special republican at 11.45. Christian Endeavor meeting at 7.
Evening service at 7.30.
■si. y oouvcntioo tie id to nominate a
Bible study and prayer service at 7.30
send daw for register of deeds, Mr.
evening.
■as. 7 waa a candidate. He made a Friday
METHODWT EPISCOPAL.
canvas*
of
the
for
county
vagrrins
*>
Her
Simonton. pas'o*
tit legates, especially urging his lifeMorning servioe at
Sunday, Aug. 5
tang republicanism, and his effective 10.30. Sermon
by Miss Sanborn, of Boswas
service.
He
defeated
in
party
ton.
Sunday school at 11.45. Epworth
easaventioa,
receiving thirty-eight league at 7. Evening service at 7.30.
for
Mr.
wakes against eighty-three
Prayer meeting Friday evening, at 7.30.
(Mors, who was nominated.
Bay side— Preaching Sunday at 10.30 a.
3u suggestion of unfairness of any m. Mr. Simonton.
North Ellsworth —Preaching Sunday at
wart on the part of the successful
at—-waa alleged at the conven- 2.30 p. m. Mr. Simonton.
CONGREGATIONAL.
tion. and none baa been heard since;
A Polltl<-«l

—

the mu vase

was

conducted

openly

•ad actively by all the candidate*,
and Mr Emery waa defeated.
And now comes the somersault.
Vke democratic nominee for the office,
U»**d E Brady, of Ellsworth, with,Ma smi Mr. Emery is offered and
spte the offer of the democratic
ity committee off a place on the
ratio ticket 1
another column of this issue of

<

•■h

*ji

Mr.

Emery

announces

Pulpit

to

style

good

is this natty ribbon
tie of Gun Metal at $3.00, but
it's merely a question of taste;

ho

sen son

j

have them in all shapes
and leathern, priced at

we

declares that the big circus h ts an exccedingly large number of clever and bandsome women

$2.50, $3.00 St $3.50

Green

UNITARIAN.
Bet. B.

KKPI'KLIOAV Cll'Cl'S.
^vputohcan voter* of the CHjr of KUa

A

j

|

with

J H. BRIM & CO.,

V,

-

,

WANTED.
■

—■——-—-

-—•* rrrrrj^zjm

—

20

Edge-Stone Cranite
Cutters,

—

(KOKiUK W. HERRICK, of Brooklin.

«•

a

Ella-

at

Jvotitts

NOTICK Of ItWHUWKI."
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trace or
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n«fnoi> *at a t* .»« *td a o
Mb.*
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e dw
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lt>
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bound.
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o dition oi *
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ha* been 'to**vei a? <■ urn
r*
rokrV
now the?-for-. |»y e»ftio« of tbc
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eordtilo.* Ih> rent. 1 claim
f..r« ekwure* of
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"sow.
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sun

Everybody

MAIKK.

or

j

NOi ES.

will

OF

Ornr* or
8tatb Aiida,m
|
AVSChtA, July U, 150^
•VTOT1CF It here-,, .let
that
..
«i-T Aheeaora will he lit
boner In Rl .worth, on F tdav,
of An.net, at a o'clock a. m., a. d.
connt v ol Hancock, to ee-ure
(nh.rmat
enable Ihem lo adiuel and r.jualnr
P'PPritr in the
aklpa in a»d coonir In accordant, ““
law of thia stair
An effort la twin* made H, tki.
hoard. ,n,|„
a reaoire of the leal
le.lalature, lo rertf,
perfect, ae ft- a. practl.-abl,
of
each parc-l ol wild land inn,.:
acrtptlon
•hip* not Incorporated, and ecu are nrMntw
resonated to attend thia meelln*. and
what
unto ne
laformallon roo pna.r.,
lion to tbe deacrlptlnn and lo
inn ol
wild land* which jva own and an e.timater*
“
their fair nine.
F M siwr.„a
Orta Hareoan,
two*, * Ptrrna
Board of ,-tt.i*
Aeac.ora,
Jawae Pwaael.Clr
Board

#

Smuumtnu.
AM ERICA'S

—

of”???
,1. K1‘"

T

tivea promptly. Mr. Bunker Is past seventy
years of age, and Mr. Davis past sixty.
The unfortunate victim of the accident
was the son of* Horace Liacomb, formerly
of Otter Creek.
HU body has not been

The worries »>f a weak and sick mother are
only begun with the birth of her child. By
day her woflt is constantly interrupted and at
night her reel i* broken by the trailing of the
puny infant. Dr. Pierce's Favorite
Prescription makes weak women strong and
sick women well. It lighten* all the burden*
of
maternity, giving to mothers strength and
vigor, which they impart to their children.
In over thirty years of
practice Dr. Pierce
and his Associate staff of nearly a acore of
ohvRicians have treated and cured more than
half a million snfTcHng women. Hick women
sre invited to consult Dr. Pierce by letter, free
of charge.
All correspondence is strictly
Address Dr K. V. Pierce. Invalids'
private.
Motet and Surgical Institute. Buffalo. N
Y

BF.wi^;*-

V.
in. Interrupted be J?0
trouble on the Hoe that we
locale, all bovine, v oeer the wlrea
i,10
worth .« Iteer Ul. Tele.raph t o
w
"
until farther notice
,0"P*«dad
ACct'trrt'A o. GRO*fl *1Pr^.Jel
******.
Dmr lit, July n, im.

colony.

among the eighty or more
performers. There are women aeriallsts,
Frmm iiuckeport, Drdham. Mariaville
equestriennes, contortionists, Juggler*,
Mountain Pomona grange with GreenOUs. Verona. Amherst and Penobscot:
high-wire performers, gymnasts, animal
\ wood
East brook.
grange,
trainers and clowns, all of whom are
Hadley P. Bt rrill, of Dedham.
Thursday, Sept. 20—County g»*angc field equally clever in their respective line* of
aurry, Hancock, Bluehill, Lamoine
day at Blunt’s pond, Lamoine.
endeavor. A keen rivalry exists between
and Trenton
the lady and gentlemen artists of the
John P. Wood, of Bluehill.
Hargreaves shows, and this fact greatly
CHI RCH NOTES.
it
Sedgwick, Stontngton, Deer /ale,
enhance* their performances. The proArts nu Haut and Eagle Island.
ROMAN CATHOLIC.
gramme offered by this big circus is one
■DW1N L. HASKELL, of Deer Isle.
Her. J. D. O'Brien, pastor.
of unrivalled excellence. Only the oest
Fsmn Cm*tine, Hrooksritle (frland. BrookLew mass and ser- and most modern features are presented,
Sunday, Aug. 5
*m Long 1st md and Aurora.
Benediction at 7.30 p. m.
mon at 9.31).
regardless of trouble and expense, making

Aug. 23, 22 and 23—Bar Harbor norseshow.

Saturday, Sept.

a

thrown into the water, and
it is supposed that Liwomb was hit by
the steamer, as he was not seen again.
It was said on the steamer that the fish*
CRUittrh.
ing boat had been seen at some little dis*
lance, although the weather was thick, j
WANTED-Opportunity for bright
but it was thought to be progressing
boy, IS to 1# years old, to le»m printing
rapidly enough to get out of the path of trade Apply at Tuts Annates* office. EllsThe

? ■*
*>U|.

NOTH K.
rWMMUWICATION between Deer t.i.
ISilaworth b.

thereafter.

worth Thursday, Aog. 9.

Wednesday

up
in gr> t

sloop

the steamer struck it

thst

Reward moo.
The readers of this paper will be pleased to
learn that there is at least one dreaded disease that science ha* been able to cure in all
its stages, and that is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh
Care is the only positive cure now known to
the medical fraternity. Catarrh being a condisea***, require* a constitustitutional
Hall's Catarrh Cure is
tional treatment.
taken Internally, acting directly upon the
blood And mucous surfaces of the svstem,
thereby destroying the foundation of the disease. and giving the
patient strength by
building up the constitution and assisting
nature in doing it# work.
The proj
It#
have so much faith in
curative powers that
they offer one Hundred Dollar* for any case
that it fails to cure
Rend for list of testimonials. Address:
V J CHENEY A CO.. Toledo, O.
ftold by Druggist*, flic.
• too

boat became

the

collision

pulled
so

in

men

Jt.lFM.im

f
”
wh?m
!fi
*“

a

According to Mr.
Bunker, they
Sappho when she
was at some distance but supposed that
she would avoid them, and kept on their
course.
The wind had nearly died out
and they were rowing the sloop. Boon,
the

Thr hnatnea* will he
tellrlne
H. F Weeroll. t„ whom »||
ol the Inn ere pav.h e. and be
nraln.t tbe tlrm will he aettled.

HARGHKAYEJ CIRCUS.

West Franklin.

Tuesday,

iling

over

COUNTY.

and

was r

day, July 2ft, waa a great aueeeaa.
1’resident DeLaittre bia a fine new
motor boat there for use of the campus.
There are yet nearly two week*, in
which many are expe cted and other* are
urged to come. The invitation sent out
from the camp is: “Come for a fe-’ days,
at least, and help to make this the beat
encampment yet.M
Oust*

the

saw

no-

Harbor way the strong southwest
wind was driving the heavy black fog

s.iay and Thursday, Sept. 28 and
North Ellsworth fair.

Bar

had

Bar

..

Thursday, Friday

be

NOT1CR

returning

ing the other boat.

the

was

there for years, could uot remember when
they had seen il* equal tx fore. From over

n.

16, 17, 18

band,

where else except at Oasiine. Even the
those who have been corning
I old-timers,

Excursion of

Baptist Sunday

and

seen

council.

Wednesday,

of

upon Blucbili mountain. It
of U* most handsome sights ever

was one

Annual reunion and

ters

movement

a

cloud effect

—

CMtinr Atnmnl at H**ady Point.
5ptru! yotirrg.
The thirty-flrat annual entrapment of!
Cystine alumni is in session at Handy
I. herehr .Wen
th„
Point. Many of the older graduate* are
Stratton * WOaaott bw thi'a d "m*
"“J >’«c
for ttai* year, more than usual. ! dtaaolred be imttnat wnru, u :

Otter

at the
ELLSWORTH.

Wt..

/Wm,
tftOKtiE

oar

example

trol of the affairs of Hancock countv.
For several months our friends the
democrats have been greatly exercised over the manner in which the

uni

Alt. Desert,
Tremont, Southwest
Harbor, Swan's Island and Cranberry

re-

machine

a

pin,

scarf

—

From Eden,
O. Raymond Joy, of Eden.

seem

stealing;
Life is too short for any bitter feeling.
Time la the best avenger, if we watt.
-Kita 1Fleeter WUtox.

Thursday, Aug. 31, at Agricultural hat..
North El Is worth
McGown family re-

FOR REPRESENTATIVES.

anything like bate.

mowing
tion to office at a republican con- to boat. Thirty years
he
is
an
of
vention ? If
Lakewood, hoard of the then
independent, j Moore,
why is his name to appear on the of- \ wonderful mowing machine and after
ficial ballot of either of the regular j carefully examining one, decided to buy
j it. lie ran the machine every year, cutparties ?
several fields besides hi* own, until he
t
Mr. Emery’s strong point before the j mg
was past labor.
Then his son Norris took
was
him
convention that defeated
it and ran it until this year, and in fart
that he was a life long republican.
lx»gan haying with it this season; but he
He is a member of the republican decided it needed a rest after its long
county committee, and is postmaster career of usefulness, and last week be
at Sullivan under a republican ad- bought an up-to-date machine.
ministration; all these things comisland Dwight
Down at Iron Bound
bine to make his turnover the more
in xplicable, not to say reprehensible. Blaney, who is somewhat of a scientist on
But what of the democrat* who deep-sea animal life, recently brought
from the bottom, in sixty fathoms of
have turned down any one of a score
water, a beautiful little specimen of a
of their own party who would have
deep-sea mollusk shell, a notable example
their
ticket?
on
the
vacancy
accepted
of nature’s work, in making protection
For no one can deny that among them for animal life to suit its environment.
and
reare many able, competent
The shell is ribbed vertically and laterally j
spected men, any one of whom, if in its convolutions with tiny arches Inelected, would acceptably fill the of- tended to withstand the immense pressurv
on the ocean floor, thus perfectly protectfice.
ing the minute animal life inside. Tht'
the
To us it

cbur hes,

For Register of Iieeds,
CHARLES PETERS, of Ellsworth.

for

That thick and fast around

cratic ticket? If he is a democrat,
why wag he recently seeking nomina-

For

Lr County Commissioner,
FEED K. PAGE, of Bucksport.

no room

vealing.

independent

—

SC

Creek Man Drowned Narrow
Ksrapc of Two Others.
The steamer Sappho, of the Msirle OotnU’i ferry service, last Bat unlay morning
ran down a small fUtiyig boat off Otter
Creek. George Liacomh, aged sixteen, of
Otter Creek, was drowned. W. H. Davis
and W. H. Bunker, both of Otter Creek,
who were with Dim, had a narrow escape.
The three men had been out fishing and
were returning with their catch.
They
had gone in two boats and iu returning
wore
tow*
and
into
the
had gotten
sloop

This solemn truth the low mounds

one

Governor,
WILLIAM T. COBB, of Rockland.

COUNTY TICKET.

Life ia loo abort for *ttj bitter feeling.
Time ia the beat avenger, if we wait;
The veara a peed by and on their wings bear

healing;

For

For Representative to Congress.
iThirci District)
KDWIN C. BURLEIGH, of Augusta.

Kl'N DOWN BY SAPPHO.

We have

who runs indepen rently of all
regular parties. If Mr. Emery is a
republican, why is he on the demois

COUNTY GOSSIP.

independent

himself as an
for the office.

vacant.

Closed during August.
Electrocuted at Mach las.
Harry Komisky, aged twenty-two, of
Mac bias, was found dead on the floor of
his fruit store Tuesday morning. An electric light cord connected with a live wire
was wound around his body, which was
burned in places. Death was evidently
due to shock, but just how Komisky
came to be entangled in the wire is unknown.

a programme which cannot fall
every arenic taste and fancy.
A detailed description of the

to

plcaao

numorons

acts of this circus would fill
The performance proper by no
means concludes the attractions
of the
Hargreaves shows The double menagerie
forms a xoological display that is without
a peer in all the world.
There is * huge
museum, and the double hippodrome, in
which is held intensely interesting and
exciting Roman chariot standing and
modern races. The parade this year is en-

and

varied

columns.

tirely

TRIPLE CIRCUS—REAL WILD WESTKAMTE CO.
KI CK'S 11 ARHPli
ROMAN HIPPODROME —MARVELOUS
{3tofre*!onal
MUSEUM
MONSTROUS MENAGERIE. £)R L. I. LARKABEE.
At South Hrooksvillc.
t;

—

LARGE TROUPES OK ACKOUt l\ OV MNASTS.
MALE and FEMALE EQUESTRIANS, ATHLETES, Nl'MER
Ol’S

DENTIST.
t'irnt Xtitinntrl Stink

HIKERS and COMICAL CLOWNS.

<rth.

Hlthj,

Crown ami Itrulfr W.-rk ;t
date tnellD d*. Hour ttfome,
t be tie, oard.

Hpeelaliy. LP"10*
tin*

ucwrft
_

new.

C. K. Convention.
Christian Endeavor convention will be held in Farmington Sept. 4, 5,
and 6.
An opening concert is planned
for the evening of the 4th. The 5th and 6tb
will be devoted to speaking.
Among the speakers will be Hev. I>r.
McElveen, pastor of the Shawmut street
church, Boston, one of the first preachers
in the country; Rev. David N. Beach, D.
j
D., of the Bangor theological seminary,
and William Shaw, of Boston, treasurer
of the World s Christian Endeavor Union.
State

4

Magnificent Military Bands.

The State

East Orland Hatchery.
with the United
hatchery at East Orland,
burned Thursday morning, with moat of
its contents, including three valuable
horses. Two horses belonged to the government and one to Clarence Grindle, of

*4

IP*

II T /VI
IT g DV/

The

1 I

largest Elephant In captivity.
Height, 12 feet. Weight,

PHYSICIAN
fl tons.

ham connected

States fish

Orland.

GRAND FRKE
KHKK

STReIt~PARADE,

SHOW

ou

(iroumU

after

Parade.

I>oor* open one hour earlier to allow all t«
enjoy the Menagerie and the Band Concert.

CHEAP EXCURSIONS ON THE RAILROAOS AND STEAMBOATS.

BAR

ALL WAYS

LEAD TO THE

HARBOR

HORSE

Springs, was entered by burglars
Saturday night, and goods to the value of
several

hundred dollars stolen.
Political Notes.

Harriman,

of Bucksport, has been
representative to the legiature by the democrats of hia class.
R. i\

nominated for

and

SUBGBON.

RssMeitoe (J. M. Hale
STKEET

tvou»»*

K1.LSW0KTH. HI

TKi.KPIH.drK

10 A. M.

PERFORMANCES.at 2 and 8 P. M.

Hurglarg Visit W. J. ( reamer.
The drug store of Walter J. Creamer, at
Stockton

Office and
Ho. m MAIN

Fire at

The

K. SIMON ION, M. L>-

Hebron Academy.
Located iu a rural town noted f“r
its healthfulcess and morality,
rounded by magnificent scenery, a
ting school for Colby College, H*'11'1.,
"‘‘"T
Academv, with its modern, dorm
school building and

s-j'

equipped

tories and with its efficient corps
at
instructors prepares tor college

technical school, or gives a t»oer.
education at low cost and under t n>

SHOW,

AOG. 21, 22, 23.
The running rare* will be by far tlie beet ever known In the State.
entries already. Three hundred splendid horses In all
More than
of fashionable rigs will combine in most magnitieeut display.
Four-In-hands, tandems, hurdlers, high-steppers, all the best of the
equine world. One hundred per cent, better and larger than the successful
shows of the past. Kntrles close Aug. 6.

forty

■nanuer

Special

rates on all transportation lines.
For further Information address
BAIt 11 Alt BOB FAlIt
ASS’S, W, H. M. Voss, Sec.
t

tian influences.
...
Fall term begins Tuesday, >ei,tr1906. For information and catalogues
address the
Principal, W. E. Sabueni.MeHebron,

waSete

school for GIRLS

63 Since street,

POKTLAND, MAI1HL
PrlnrtntU I
PrlnctpBU:
j

*»»• CjUtOLIM **. G»™*,,lA
MIM aowkh Lowell.

WHEN l-OST IN WOODS.
amt Fol-

On the Him

Keep Your K.ye
low Flowing HI ream*.
•‘What should yon do il lost in the
wood*?'' Young foresters taking the civil
for government sergervice examinations
find this question s favorite,
vice used to
of them have had more than
later, most
to pot their answer* to a
on„ occasion

Mrs. Herbert Weed and son, of Brooklyn, N. Y., and Mrs. Fred Cooper, of Philadelphia, are the guests of Mrs. Henry

Holt.

test.

practical

of the commonest experiences of
the woods is to stray
people w ho go to
trsils and familiar land,sa> from the
Every
marks and loae their bearings.
of stories of lost men
year bring* its quota
of
tesrrh
organised,
parties
ind women,
and perof day* spent in fruitless quest
of
the lost ones in
the
finding
hsps of
ragged, starved,
wretched condition,
sometimes temporarily insane from the
Such experiences
fright ind hardships.
due to panic.
They
as these are usually
seldom happen to the man who is able to
and
calmness
Judgment.
act w ith
wood* are
visitors to the
Hummer
be
to
lost, but so may
peculiarly likely
to living in
people who are accustomed
a wild country is
the woods. No man in
altogether eeitsln when he goes to the

Mrs. Clarence T. Hodgkins, of South
Brewer, with her two children, Alice and
Henry, was the guest of Mrs. Frank E.
Swett recently.
Ambrose McDonald, who has been at

One

weeks,

ill obeerve

simple,

few

a

mon sense

a

panic

tana.

Mrs. John Novella, of Bar Harbor, sp?nt
Sunday with relatives here.
Herbert Moore and wife, of Brewer,
spent Sunday here with Mrs. Moore’s
father, Zelmon Garland.

Ralph French, of North Attleboro,
Mass., arrived Saturday to join bis wife,
who has been here several weeks.

also his

this country
walk of

regions in
within a

day’s

and if the

fear.

nothing to

change

it without

ton,

settlement,

is

flowing water.

ting

lost in the woods

restrictions,
There is certainly
•b

ut

it

to

stir

excitement

the

plenty of opportunity

coo1«i* im and

kind of

most

parents,

wife moved

home

at

from

home

Service*

body, and dropjxrt

j

by

a

>me

Frouia

Martin

New

from

her father
The

were

at

roses

Boston Sunday.

Mrs. Henry Estey and daughters Carrie
and Bernice visited
Benjamin Jordan and
wife last
Sunday.

Catherine and Edith Wilbur, of Provifience, R. L, are visiting friends and relative* here for a few
days.
Melviu McFarland, wife and little son
Havard, of Boston, are the guests of Mrs.

McFarland’s
wife.

parents, J.

H.

Smith

and

Mrs. Eiia Donlon and Mrs. Batchelder,
of
Frankfort, were the guests of Mrs.
l*mlon’« parents, Alex. Perie and wife,
» few
days last week.
July 30.
M.
__

The first witness called in a recent petty
in Cincinatti was an Irishman, of
whose competence as a witness opposing
^unael entertained doubt.
At their

lawsuit

iustance

there

was

put

to

him,

before

sworn, the usual interrogatory:
!*!?*
Do vou know' the nature of
oatn?” A
an

oroad grin
over the face of the
Dishnian os spread
he replied.
“Indade, your
“onor, 1 may say that it is second nature
with me.”

You will

want

Moskh, (XOKIST.

Flowers sometime I
DAK HAKVIIR
year 'round.

Open all the

at 5c.

rl

"■"ESK'.ftgS*5c

^d<^!iica?sarever

•
*

6 for 25c
4*
Off
/ I05T AjC

«¥

_

Fine, clear Havana cigar, 10c. quality

3 for

25c. and

—

6c
up

E. G. M3

during the

to

violinist,

are

much

AS

keep

house for

largely
the Sunday

services

are

few

appreciated.
DAY.

good hay days have found

ev-

out for the Inspection of goods, when
w ithoui apparent cause his powerful greys
started on the run, crossing the road intoa
field. The drawer was upset in the street,
in the
over
aud the great cart
field, which stopped all further running.
Before the horsea got clear men arrived
from the havttelds, the women picking up
the scattered goods. By evening a crowd
hod arrived to right the cart. The next
and Mr
morning all things were in
No
started again on the road.
was

toppled

place

Noyes

automobile in sight.

July

MAltINE LIST’.
•r llaworfh

BENNETT—At Orland. Julv 28. to Mr and
Ernest L Bennett, a daughter.
DUNN—At Ellsworth, July 31, to Mr and
Willis Dunn, a son.
FLETCHER—At Surry, July 15, to Mr and
Lorenzo Fletcher, a sou.
HOWARD—At Deer Isle, July 25, to Mr
Mrs Belcher T Howard.a daughter.
JORDAN—At Ellsworth, July 27, to Mr
Mrs Leslie W Jordan, a son.
MURCH—At Trenton, July 21, to Mr and
Fred D March, a son. [Donald E.l
FATTEN—At Ellsworth, July 27, to Mr
Mrs Adelbert H Fatten, a son.
PERKINS—At Brooksville, July 28. to Mr
Mrs Seymour Perkins, a daughter.
SH VPLEIOH—At Surry. July 15, to Mr
Mrs Martin Shapleigh. a daughter.

$1.00

Mrs
Mrs
aud

dealers

aud

^

Mrs

|P

and
aud

also be included.
\
Mr. Robbins maps out every detail as to
with
and
etc.,
arranges
connections,
time,
railroads, steamers, hotels and carriages, and
includes every possible necessary expense in

for,

including

Gold Suite wire
:rrrrJfih¥skcIauSjF
ONE

Stonington.

And No

Char9e

,or

Examining

the

Eyes.

DIED.

TUESDAY, AUG. 7.
Office

days.
GRAY—At Waterville, July 23, Mrs Frances
E Gray, of Penobscot, aged 44 years, 5 j
months, 21 days.
PARSONS—At Oaatine, Julv 29. Elizabeth,
infant daughter of Dr and Mrs George E !
Parsons, aged 2 months, 28 days.
■»■

■

1

111;

MOSES, FLORIST* RAK HARBOR.
Established for many years.
Open all the year 'round,

THK8E FRAMES ARE GUARANTEED FOR 20 YEARS, made of Gold
Beamless wire.
The exact measurement of your face taken and every frame made to order, so the
frame will set correctly and not hurt your face.
Any style we manufacture, either Rims or Rimless.

ABSOLUTELY

j

THE—

CLARION.

Eyes will

Whether it’s a range or a fura “Clarion”, it is

requirement.

J. P.

ELDRIDGE,

FOR

SALE

I have leased the ground
floor of the Eno building
on State street, and have
moved from my temporary
location on Main street.

OF

CHARGE.

L. W. JORDAN,
Maine.

Ellsworth,

Porcelain Inlays.
The most up-to-date dental
work. Crown and Bridge

Work.
Gas, Ether and
Cocaine for Painless Extraction.

be

to examine eyes by the old. incorrect wav, which is done by everyone who
but us, will be agreeably surprised by our scientific and wonderful
Examining Eyes, and fitting glasses.
We correct vour eye defects by looking in the eyes, taking the exact scientific
measurements of the focus and shape of the eyes.
NO QUESTIONS ASKED, no trying glasses on your face, until we have determined your exact optical error.
The old tedious and tiresome way of trying to tit glasses is either putting drops in
the eyes, which often causes BLINDNESS, or by trying on a lot, of glasses, and asking you: “Can you see these letters?” or “Do these glasses make you see better?”
After your Optician does a lot of guessing and has your eyes all out of shape, you
think you have been examined.
Think this over, and you can readily see that you have been doing your own examining, and tfcat is no doubt the reason you have bad trouble to get glasses correct.
Many thousands of our patrons will indorse every word you read here.

H.

methods

THIS *8 ABSOLUTELY THE HIGHEST CLASS WORK DONE IN
GLASSES IN AMERICA.—DON’T SUFFER WITH HEADACHE.

FITTING

We have

by the Wood Blsliop Co., j
Bangor. Sold by

Made

UNDERTAKING.

supplies glasses
of

nace—if; it is

to meet every

FREE

examined by THE DAMMKRS SCIENTIFIC METHOD,
positively the only absolutely correct way to fit glasses.
(NO DROPS USKD.i Those who have been examined for GLASSES by men
Your

who claim

3l>brrtisran»U\

sure

9 A. M. until 5 P. M.

Hours:

AND

ONLY.

DAY

Parlors American House, Ellsworth,

BILLINGS—At Penobscot. July 25, Elmer E
Billings, aged 45 years, 6 days.
BILLINGS—At Little Deer Isle, July 29,
Myrick Billings, aged «9 years, 7 months.
FI FI ELD—At Stonington, July 28, Seth Whitmore
Ftfleld. aged W years, 7 months, 19

FURNITURE

|

BUNKER—GRAVES—At Northeast Harbor.
July 25, by Bishop Doane, Miss Helen
Ingalls Hunker to Shirley Preston Graves,
both of Northeast Harbor.

price, which has proven a very popular
who
idea and one greatly appreciated by all
Ellsworth
Main Street,
have joined his parties in previous years.
The entire expense for the Quebec and Mon*
treal, 8te. Anne de Beaupre aud MontThis, with the
morency Falls trip is *24.
one extra day in
Saguenay river trip and
At HANCOCK HOU8K STABLE,
Montreal or Quebec, *38. II Niagara Falla, Several
good bustness Horses, new and second
the Thousand Islands and St. Lawrence Raphand Carriages, Harnesses. Agent tor U. A.
ids are included, the addition will be abont Moyer’s Pine Carriages. Everything as repre
For complete itinerary wite C. W. Rob^ •eiited or no sale. Terms reasonable.
*3D
F. H. GOULD.
bins, Old Town, Me.—Advt,
|
one

$5.00 to

lenses,

and

Ar
Ar

Annual Excursion.
C. W. Bobbins, publisher of the Old Town
Enterprise, is arranging his annual personally
conducted excursion to Quebec and Montreal
to leave Old Town at 6 p. m.. Tuesday, Aug. 14,
This year the trip will be extended to the
that
Saguenay river, and it is quite probable
Niagara Falls and the Thousand Islands may

other

paid

fwm

$10.00

JORDAN,

For Classes

formerly

you

MAKKIKP._

Fort

July 30, sch E H Wilson, Stonlngton
July 31, sch Julia Frances, Boston
Bid July 31, sch Wesley Abbott, Jonesboro

Mrs

BROWN—JORDAN-At Rockland. July 18, by
Rev Russell Woodman, Miss Lucy Maud
Brown to Sabin Emery Jordan, both of

-—

31.

aonertigcnuius.

ADficrttBcnunt*.

BORN.

summer.

KXIITINO

Ellsworth.

,

has returned

Cummings

llamjMiliire

j

from

Cigar

«
A first-class domestic cigar presenting
superior workmanship

Stirling Castle:
La Idalia:

the grave.

infield P. Murphy and t’ua V. Rob- ery man busy, and leave* the corner stores
bins, both of Tremont, were married j without excitement. Friday afternoon
Thursday evening, July 26, at the borne of was an exception. Along came a wagon
the Rev. J. A. Lawrence.
the
enticing announcement,
bearing
Sunday afternoon five colored men from “Moving Pictures and Illustrated Songs.’’
Atlanta university, (Ja., took charge of \ The hall was engaged, so this moved on.
the c hurch service.
Telephone message* from Tunk camp
All present were j
much pleased with the addresses and announced a dog lost. Though no reward
| was
offered, the entire force of women and
•ongs. The collection was to help in their
children got interested. The dog w as capwork.
and untied,
The ladies' aid society will meet Friday tured and recaptured, tied
acolded and praised, led home by
afternoon at the bona of Mrs. Jacob Kol- coaxed,
led back to poatofflee and fiIry. As this is the last meeting before the a string, fed,
to his
lawn party and fair to be held on Mrs. C. nally delivered in the evening
I)ix’s grounds Thursday, Aug. 9, all mem- master.
I'.dward Noyes was trading in front of
bers are requested to be
present and help
store. One of the long drawers
finish off work commenced. All those do- Hanna’s

^Mildredcame home

A

’**'■• ***■*

a

Sunday morning

The

Mrs. Walter Young, of New York, is
C. C. Young and wife.
Mrs. John Carpenter and
daughter

operations,
producer to con-

held at the

attended, and the interest in
school is increasing. The services of Mrs.
Fred Noyes, organist, and Everard Noyes,

days.

the guest of

College Days

young son, George,
former marriage, who has found a
and welcome at Eben Smith’s. Mrs.

Mrs. Martin leaves
h

Mm. Italic Rich and Mrs. I>?vi Rich
Mark Island Saturday for a few

TRENTON.

Black and WHites

Bangor,

July 23, Rev. Mr. Pearson officiating.
The Daughters of Liberty attended in a

went to

L.

Ji Clear Havana

Miilinocket

from

came

distribution from

This rigar is of a quality that has never before been
bought by the smoker
for less than 2 for 25c. The saving of 3c. on each cigar is
merely the saving of
two or three intermediate profits which the National
Stanus, by producing their
own cigars, have
eliminated; plus much saving in rent and selling expense.
'Phis saving is shown with equal effect in all the
cigars sold by National
Stands. Among them are:

KLLSWOUTIl.

and

straight-line

weeks with Mrs.

home

for the exercise of

_

methods and its
sumer, is well evidenced in

A*a S. Barron and wife.

neighborhood.

common-sense.

31.

1

cost-reducing

Mrs. Charles
The sudden death of
Martin, July 21, was a gr-m shock to the

ffREMONT.

July

This is the greatest retail cigar outlet on earth, and
consequently the greatest
power ever known in the history of the tobacco business.
What this concentration of buying can accomplish by its huge
its

purchasing

EAST SULLIVAN.

with

nating fancy articles and grata) are requested to send them to Mrs. Dix before
the date of fair.

pendently.

Miss Fierier Brngdon, of Franklin, has
bdn a guest at Eben Smith’s, and Miss
Esther Lynch, of Bar Har x>r, at B. W.
*
Johnson'*.

enough

'N

I

with all their buying power concentrated into one tremendous
co-operative
thousand stores that buy as one, yet sell individually and inde-

Saturday to stay awhile with his grand]

sport.

jaded,

whole,—two

has been at work.

B. Carter

L.

is, after all, under

a rare

for several

Harry Se*d* is

of the hills and mountains, the

certain

1

Bar Harbor Saturday.

where h*

appearance of the trees and of the stream.
Try to rind something familiar. Don’t

look for moss on the trees to determine
your direction. It is not a safe guide.
Don’t throw away food or clothing in
order to travel faster.
You w ill probably
used both.
When everyKeep your confidence.
thing else is gone, hold on to that. (Jet-

re

Harry Higgins
from

•stUemvnts. The way may be long and
the ••going” tortuous, but stick to your
stream and it will bring you out.
Keep an eye on the sun, if it is out, and
get yonr direction from it. Study the
contours

h

\VE*T

always lead to

Streams

Bangor, spent

Mr*. Fred Brown is visiting her parents
at Lakewood.

always

almost

are

and

of direction that you cannot
make up your mind w hat course to take,
it is usually best to follow a stream. In a
there

I

an

here.

are more than two thousand National
Cigar Stands to-day; each
established local enterprise owned and conducted by a local resident, but

THERE

Darling's mother, Mrs. Coleman Stt-le.
Rev. H. W. Conley, * ife and children,
of M'*n*on, are here for several weeks
with D. N. Moore and wife. Mr. Conley’s
vacation lasts only two weeks, when he
will return to his pastorate.

sense

rough country

seventy-seventh

Georg* Darling, wife and child, of Bos-

sufficient cause. Don’t hurry; take your
time, and w hen you feel exhausted scop
and rest. Don't try* to travel at night. A
night spent out of door* in the summer
doesn't hurt anybody. If you have so lost
the

in his

now

Marlon Jordan, of Old Town, la
visiting her aunt, Mrs. Ira B. Hagan.
Mis* M. Alice Furbish, of Brunswick, ia
the guest of Nahum Flood and wife.

serious

good

!

Mi1**

use

and refuse to

and

Mr*. Robert Fox, of Presque Isle, is vising relatives here.

your memory and your reason.
Make up your mind about the proper
direction to follow, then take your course

calmly,

is

Mi** lsalwlle Flood, of

Sunday

There are few
here a man is not
some

Prior,

The World’s Greatest
Cig'ar Outlet

y
'

visited his

B.

ku^wokth falls.

be summer, you have
Consider the matter

season

Lettie

year.

you snouio nuw your ir»u or oe in
doubt as to your whereabouts, the best
is first to sit down where you are
con re-

w

he

here,

great-grandson, at Round Pond.

Boynton

Mr.

com-

II

anil think over matters.
affair; he assured of that.

his way

on

granddaughter, Mrs.

himself immediately. He runs shout in
different direction*, hallooing. until what
little sense he had left I* completely gone.
Avoid that.

a

George Boynton, of the soldiers’ home,
on a
furlough visiting relatives.

hereWhile

is

of fear and wanta to extricate

It ia not

daughter

little

LAKEWOOD.

pjwts- he should resolutely refuse to be
frightened. The immediate effect of the
discovery thst one is lost is usually complete tie moral last ion. The victim fails
into

and

while longer.

Alonzo Frazier is at home from Mon-

In the tint

rules of conduct.

returned

His wife
Will remain a

Mary

for the oast two
to his# home in

ottage

has

Brewer.

of things.
Every man who goes into the woods
should nake op his mind thst in ease be
w

Willow

the

wood* thst he will find his way back
wiibout difficulty, no matter how many
times he has been over the some ground.
A snow, a forest fire, even a windfall in
the forest, may have obi Iterated his guide
marks and changed utterly the appearance

is I.-t be

AbberttBrmtna.

MOUTH OF THE RIVER.
The home of Adelbort Patten was made
happy by the arrival of a son July 27.
The Fullerton reunion will be held Aug.
£J at Betts hall.
All relatives are cordially invited.

produced astonishing

results from brain

fag,

nervous

GREELY,
DENTIST.

Main Street,

Ellsworth.

DRIVE BRIDGE

SCORE

CARDS.

debility, insomnia,

dizziness, nausea, WATERY' EYES, blurry vision, and other troubles caused by
EYE STRAIN. We have corrected by the use of glasses, Cross Eyes and Astigmatism, by our scientific methods of Examining.
experience covering every detail of the Optical Business for over a quarter
century is the continuous record of the great Dammers concern.
position in Newark, N. J., and Providence, R. I., as the LEADING EYESIGHT SPECIALISTS is proof of the high confidence in our responsibility, and the
An

of

a

Our

reliability

of

our

THE EDWARD E. DAMMERS
No. 248

1

CENT

EACH.

representations.

Weybosset St., Providence,
LARGEST

RETAILERS

R.

I.

OF

The Ellsworth American

CO., Incorporated
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Broad St., Newark, N. J.
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Do not

was christened “Sally” in
Sally Desisles DeLaittre, by Mrs.
visit ; Susie Haynes DeLaittre, who broke across

Howard Heath is in town on a
Im#mother. Mm. Ellis Gray.
Mm. .Alvin Hatch, of Philadelphia, arrivt^iaat week for a stay of several weeks
Prof. Curtis, of New Haven. Conn.,
Mrs.

occupied the pal pit

who

employed

is

in

Harbor as eleetr! .an, spent Sunday
to with his family.
Her. Thomas Fessenden was in town

*?ar
ii

|

night Thursday on his way home to
lUngur from North port.
All are glad that Mrs. Jerry Perkins,
**wtwi has been seriously ill for some time,
K. Julian Hey bt and w ife went to Ba :i_joi* tn their launch Mattel S. on Sunday.
*nd w*sr« storm bound there

The ladies of the Congregati >na! society
will hold their annual fair and *<ale of
Jaa^y articles

Thursday,

hall

Emerson

at

Ami* A

here

W. H. Bevan and W

V\

n

a

delegates

;

•.

(he high court I. 0. V.
August.

of

spending

days

few

a

have

on vent ion

be held at

irs.aont, and
Harbor, have

>n, of
Hanacom, of Bur

Mnv firm*k
beef!

to

Thomps

Misk Lou

*»;« r

tu

visit

s

here

Mrs. J. L. Hooper.
Bcv Norman La Marsh, (•>-ly M ;hThur> .ay
*d*8t j aator here, was in t
He was act one
eoJUiig on old friends.
jmwV.d by Mrs. LaMar* h.
Rosmar Devereux, wh<» has Ik .mi in the
inWflar of the State f >r lb summer on
brnmlnesa as ci\il engineer, arrived home
.^aUcday and will remain for «'»u;o time.
whom many Cast in©
Mr;. M r. die,
people have known as Miss Hattie Sbeito

ftxMira-c.
dawgHrors,
at ChMLuse.

ii

a

vtral

1

The many friends
Wtxo

d

r

her

Mr. Drake and
-v/ral day** la-'
Tinning cruise

down th

a

M ut

■RMfSfl 1 •'<

i

\ oy Perkins,
a teacher at

v

eatife with friends,
*4T fnr

■

h

r‘min.:

Pn*d W. Hooper,

a

.s

>

?

**

BackAport, after spendi

: o.r:
f

ar..

f b

r

^

-I:

Cantm

•*

v

employ
in

mi nary
of her

va-

home

last

vacation.

r
■

y,

his

uarriQf tribute
Dot week

t<>

was

hi*

>

ife,

who

the soii and
bury.

tenderly

are

Qasiine,

by fhe

with

Klark-l’rban

only begun

a

by

land, spent Sunday

ladies were
young
without any Injury to
The hors*- was stopped after

luckily

:t.bethaelves.
TunJttng a short distance on Water street,
ao greater damage resulting than a splinUwed top to the carriage.

George E. Parsons have the
deep sympathy of their many friends here
loss of their threeon locoant of the
xnuiUhs-old daughter on Sunday morning
•at. The little one had been ill for some
any with whooping cough, which culxnnUted in its death on Sunday morning.
Prajars were held at the house on Sunday
afteflaoon and on Monday the remains
were taken to Ellsworth for burial.
G.
July 30.
l>r. and Mrs.

A

LAISCHIHO.

A yery pleasant and interesting event of
Am Sense;', oere was the recent launching
«# the gasoline launch built daring the

pant winter by E. G. Deslsles at his shore
:rwC lumber cut by himself on his lot.
Mccb of the frame he cut, hauled and
aaved into Bhape after the manner in

KHgaoln

old

shipbuilding days.

The

re-

mainder of the lumber he ent, hauled to
rhf shore, towed to a mill at Salisbury
Gave where it was sawed, and towed it
badk to his boat house.
Mr. Dealsles, who is

ih*

Bangor

oung returned home from
hospital last Sunday, after a
^

seventy years of

power engine from Detroit, Mich.
The launching exercises were very appropriate and were witnessed by a goodly
hors and sum mer visitors,
.■^limber of neigh
li P. JleLaittre, of Aitkin, Minn., spoke
of the early shipbuilding interests of East
l^jwpln., SO successfully conducted by
those master builders. Hodgkins, Higgins, DeaLstes, Smith, Googins and others,
e-bo tamed out many a goodly vessel that
•ilodfrom Frenchman’s Bay and here the
landa.
dag tc distant seas and faraway
Ue stated that the steel and iron age had
the age of wooden craft, that
uorsi

s«pw*wited

-1

Tapley.

George H.

Master
ill remain the balance of the

w

and

for
op* ration
appendicitis.
Mr-. Young was at the hospital only two

weeks, and
w

h

h

is

wholly restored,
gratifying to her family and
home

came

ver>

many friends, who feared for her recovery
on account of the low state of her health

would
heir

he

extra

Ben, of Trenton,

son

win

in

is

George

ith them for

July

a

sl-

while.
Davis,

30.

th.-

Parker

O.

*a.

mill

Mr.
sib

Durgain
and

the

store.

thoroughly repaired, and the grounds
beautifully laid out by a
to Bluc- landscape artist from aw ay.
TOSCSOK.
July 3D.
same day
be

REiXJWH’K.

Mia* A >bie El well took

ride

a

about the hall

was

Frank Mills, of Provider: <, R. I., is the
guest of l*. L. Candage and wife.
Miss Tillk* M irks is spending a few

mother, Mrs. C. M. Clapp.

it mg her

weeks with her aunt in

BargentviUe.
Miss Margie Long entertained a few of
her friends at her home Saturday evening.
Fred Soesman and wife, <>( North Attleboro, Mass., are visiting hi* m ther, Mrs.

John Orcutt has sold from his strawberry patch this season about seventy-five
bushels of

berries,

sell.

and

has

a

few

more

to

*

S. W. Cousins.

Henrietta
Donnell, of North
Attleboro, Mass., is the guest vf 8. Wbitcomb Cousins and wife,
Mrs.

Abbie Robinson and her brother,
(ieorge Hartwell, of Boston, who have
been visiting at D. E. Allen’s, returned
Mrs.

home last week.

Willing Workers are to serve ioeRoy Allen shipped last week to Boston cteam at the library every Saturday eventhirty-five crate.- of blueberries. Mrs. ing during the summer.
Nettie Rage picked for him in one day
The schooner Ells Eudora, Capt. H. P.
forty-two quarts.
Long, sailed Friday for Bangor. Capt.
j

number of

a

to her home in

Surry.

Miss Esther Allen, whA ha* been camping out at Toddy pond, with her class, for
a

week

or

Saturday.

more, returned

Jennie Grindle, of Bluehill, returned
her for

July

visit

a

at

Miss
ith

w

Oakland farm.

30.

Rak.

Maynard Norwood
east

; hospital, Bangor.
J. W. Duffy’s two sons, Frank snd Le-

j

I

ha-

gone to North-

man, aged ten and nine years, were playing
the wharf one day last week when Le-

j

man

July

Harbor.

Ezra

weeks at

the

help

arrived,

Mason

spending

re-

a

few

Old Home Tea house.

Her

is

_

granddaughter, May Leland, of Bar Harbor, is with her for a short time.
July 30.H.
dbucitisnnriitft.

| Mrs. Minnie Clifford
I visiting at Frankfort.

i

and children

5

Ithe

SCOTT A BOWNETChembu,
■
New York. ■
Street,
M
50c a..d Jj«oo; ell dnifcg’ins.

409-415

are

Miss Annie Btark is at Bandy Point with
the normal alumni encampment.
Mrs. Emma dray has returned from a
visit to her daughter in Massachusetts.

Tuesday.

ar-

He is to have

a

naphtha launch.
Mrs. Z. S. Wheelock and Mrs. Jenkins,
both of Hartford, arrived at Undercliff
Tuesday for several weeks’ stay.
Mrs. Wilburt Crockett and her little
niece, Wilbert* Charlotte Roberta, of New
Haven, are visiting C. H. Crockett and
wife at Harborside.
Mr. Eaton and wife (formerly Miss
Abbie Wallace) and Mrs. Barbour arrived
at Undercliff from Marblehead, for a short
visit Sunday, July 22.
Mrs.

Minnie

for

Smith, of Fault Boston, w ho has
guest of Lyman Stinson the jwst
week, went home Wednesday night.

Hh

Htonington, was
bed Sunday morning.

Clifford and her sister,
Annie Black, are both away from Under-

visiting

made

by

the

a

...

Albee and

Miss

Evelyn Lowe,

of

from

Dorchester,

wiie

Boston,

July

30.

p-

LITTLE DEER ISLE.
Maud Billings and Mrs. Mary Weed are
in Rockland visiting relatives.
M illiam P. Eaton has returned from
New York, where he has been
employed.
Mrs. Harriet

Lewia,

of

Winterport.

who

has been visiting here, has gone to Rockland.

Among the arrivals the past week are
Emory Eaton and Ernest Parker, who
have been yachting, and Charles
Weed,
who ia at

July

home for

a

visit.

30.

E.

Itching, bleeding, protruding or blind piles
yield to Doan’s Ointment. Chronic rat.es soon
ralieved, finally cured. Druggists all sell it.Adit.
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JTORS

^

Are Guaranteed
I

i’lcjse.

to
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<• U

j

Self-Starling
it.,

.Hi'

,.a,

fl

our

Try

the

I!

tt)©

CaiburetJ

Sciibiiisr

and

occupying

s

Jell-0 Icc Croam Powder
and It

Church cottage*.
Mrs. Carrie Damon and daughter Grace,
of Ifetwich. M***. are visiting relatives
are

'1 tv

i#r..
w.jj

Mias Allot lsmc
Gladys Joy
visiting friends In Hrockiin.
The Harlows and friends, from Boston,

Magnet®
t»ii«"*M

here.
Mrs. Jennie lew

is,

ol

Wintarport,

and

arc

vis-

Mia* Minnie Bimpson, of Boston,
iting Mrs. Busan Crockett.

i

NORTHEAST HARBOR,
George Kim hall returned from Boston

:

C.

■

Hair*
t

M*

Agvnl:

ter,

J>r

'•

■

Banking.

6%

U w tut y«*ur money
invested m share* ol the
*•

,'*ni

Eilswortti Loan and Buili8 ^
A

shows the Keystone Dramatic Co.
been presenting here are reported as
good.

THORNDIKE

D.

PortlanJ

MOTOR'

FOK

SUPPLIES

Tuesday morning.

|

guests of Mrs. Sarah Webst«r.
Mrs. J. W. Ingraham and children, of
Camden, are here for a few days with Mrs.
Ingraham's father, Mark C. Whitmore,
who ia ill.

=•

,-j

,.

manta,
ren-cighll.
ia fMid by oon-rr.id. id

ha1

Mias

are

e

,,w

a

aa e-

r,
aome

Mr*. Jama* M. Nichols, of Boston, is at
M.sa Sarah Levers and Mias Elizabeth
I the Rock End hotel for a few weeks.
of

and

in

light

Fd

are

DEER ISLE.

Hiram Stinson, Miss Ethel Brown

r

ta-tore lb. setnm. r r--, i
and ilnd out w hut th
ing to |my for in lh-

THKI.MA.

Mra.

young

visiting

id

-iJtr ta r,

rotating

tim

here

___

are

j Jon<»

KathIsland

The second annual reunion ol the Hatch
family, took place on Wednesday, July 25,
to a lawn party at her home Tuesday. The at the home of W. B.
Hatch, at the old
beautiful lawn wras made more attractive Hatch homestead. There were
forty-live
by seats placed in the shade of tree*, with I present, the oldest representative aged
w ork tables
spread and sew ing machines, seventy-seven years, and the
youngest
and a centre stand w ith s huge bowl of
fruit punch.
About twenty-five wen- two and one-half year*. The lima was
After
a
in
social
talk
present.
and games. A bountipicnic supper they were spent
agreeably surprised by a line of buck- ful picnic dinner was served "in the shade
boards drawing up to take the party fora
I
of the old apple tree”.
Music followed,
ride, which they much enjoyed.
They
extended their thanks to Mr. and Mrs. then goodbye* were said, all hoping to
Grow for their fine entertainment.
meet another year.
|
July 30.
Hex.
! July 27.
A.

Philadelphia,

in

hia vacation.

organize a band. They will meet
to organize and rehearse Wednesday.
Mr.
Ingraham, of Rockland, will tie instructor.
Mrs. F. A. Gross invited the ladies’ aid

large quantities of mackerel have been
caught in the weirs about here.

hire

OCEAN V11.CE.
W. M. Haleb ia here from Mtiden fir

men to

NORTH

el-erne

n

bouae, a

shore.

Mr*.

July**-

West Derr Isle, died Sat-

being

iiw

Albee.

a* the result of a
paralytic shock
weeks ago. He bad ruu a barber
at Stonington for some year*.
are

maintain

I

quite a
surpr.ee party last Friday, <*h-n Herb, t
Kaio
f Rr’okiin. bro.:{ht a
party of
twenty or more in bis naphtha. In the
party were Mr. and Mrs. Toleotl, and
Mrs
rrsenaudtw
nlJran, of Arlington. Maaa., J. J Bri lg. *. w ife and daughter, F. A ftrilg-s and three -luldren. and
others.
Mrs. Toleott is » sister of Mrs.

seventeen

urday

Efforts

|

vialtin- bis moth.’.-. Mrs. Sadie

Eye.
l.lesrellyn

Hattie Sinai! and daughter Audrey
Winter Harbor Saturday for a
week’s visit to Dr. A. K. Small and wile.

shop

who have t-n

have been

to

o!

d

...

Kve, hi* tenri
t
Eugene Eye and a fr:

Mrs.

some

M. h.

Mrs. Sadi-

DKEH ISLE.

Fifield,

A warrant ia

they are spending the summer.
V Is* May Dig, it Dttrchc *ter. Mae* i*at
#

Villa Haskell is quite ill.
A. O. Gross, who has been laid up with
an injured foot, is out again.
Capt. Waiter P. Gray is spending a few
days with his family w hile his veaael la
unloading in New York.

Seth

bt

p.-*r.
.ailing f„. , ipRy
I town meeting Saturdat An.: t,
«jp
[ to aee if the town w ilt V, ;. ,. f,uud

where

of

evening

**a

lyn Heed, have returned to Gott

of the
young friend* of Maud Bobbins gathered
at her home to celebrate
her fifteenth
birthday. A good time wa* eni red by
all
Each guest brought a pretty souvenir
of the occasion.
July 28.
H.

went

Iialph

Mas*.,

sixty years «»ld, and hud
lived alone since her brother's death in

February.
Monday

th, p,

,n

Mr*. Cor* Stover and MrAnn., K„,
vlading in I’.luehill f r a f.
attend the centennial ! the
First Bsmw
church of that place.

Hideout, of Atlslon. Man*.,
uds, of WitntatiT.
Maaa., arrived Sunday to spend their vacation at George W. Eum's.
Mr* White and daughter, of Attleboro,

atniut

was

Kauai dan,,

a

a

Sense, th.

Fifield,

^

harle* A.

noise.

\m«nda

in

and

wife and daughter Miriam
Brooksville Sunday, the guest* of
Genevieve Allen, of Fairview cottage.
The “mum” iupjer at the hall «u
decided
sucre**.
While
not allowed,
those present contrived to make const
eraht:

Z
,te

an-

appendicitis
private hospital at
Portland, <ame bom Haturday mu h Imin
health.
proved

Wednesday.

Charles

Mrs.

Ethel Shaw, of Amherst, Mass., is
passing her vacation at Black's.

Mr. Potsbury, of Washington. D. C..,

SCOTT'S EMULSION won't make a •
2 hump hack straight, neither will it make m
I a short leg long, but it feeds soft bone 1
£ and heals diseased bone and is emone 2
few genuine means el recovery in m
rickets and bone consumption.
(M
Send for free sample.
2

turned home

Florence Grime.

Miss

rived at Black’s

ffip Bail

Miss Theodora Perry, of Sharon, who
has t<een boarding with Mr*. Peirce, re-

Shields,

R.

30.

CAPE ROSIER.

Mrs. Ambrose Havey, of Franklin,
cently visited her son, Howard Havey.

Maud Robbins and Grace Hatch spent
Thursday at Htonington, the guest* of
Alma and May Wood.

30.

uni

ger

Miss Eva riprinirer gave a town party
Friday evening. About fifteen were
present and report a very pleasant time.
Mrs. Maria Dodge, of
Hearsport, and
Mrs. J. H. I eland, of Ellsworth,
have
been visiting their sister, Mrs. F. VV. hunt.
Mrs. L W. Rumill, who has been trt*ai»?1

horse.

felt off

him above water until

such that she must leave the

was
in Rockland last
While there he purchased another

d.July

while

Thursday evening, Atig
Mu,K
Ray and Kelley. Frank Trundv ,*

Bangor

Austin Smith

vUltora,

for home team.

There I* to be

Edmund Reed and wife have gone to
to live. Mr*. Heed’s health is

Francis .Stanley, who is employed on the
steamer Mineola. is at home for a short
visit.

"*

^

hvV

hall

(apt. <tord law son and ton CM, who
have been at Rockland scalloping, cams
homo Friday for a short stay.

The Sunday uchooj concert at the Methodist church was a very ple asant affair.

on

into the water and would have
j been drowned but for the help of his
; brother, who, by the aid of an oar, kept

!

SOUND.

The

Long's wife and little nephew, Earl
Conary, accompanied him.
R. L. Wit ham and wife, of Surry, spent
Tuesday with Mm. Wit ham’s mother,
Mrs. Cousins. Her many friends were
glad to see her out after her recent surgical operation at Eastern Maine general

deer have been seen
in this vicinity. Mrs. Nellie sargent and
Miss Howard saw five deer coming from
Sargentviile Last week.
Mrs. 8. W. Treworgy, of Surry, is the
guest of Mrs. R. A. El well fora few weeks.
She will visit other place* before returnQuite

W. A. Clark. Ashbury l>»paita and
Daniel Dow iaft Saturday lor government
w ork at
Cap* Nadicfc.

Miss

EAST BUT.HILL.
\

WEST TRKMONT.

Mrs. Abbie Green, of Boston, has moved!
into Mr*. 1^ M. Robbins' bouse.

f*‘und d«fld in her

irmy
Governor Brooke lodge. 1. O. O. F., ha*
purchased the hail occupied «»y it of Mrs.
C. E. Ellison, and will m >v< it to a lot on
the Ferry road ne.tr L?wi* Farnhgm’s.
Th-exterior and interl »r of th.* bill will

idanee to their every want, has em! -v;d (ieorge Stanley and wife to live
w

marble bu-.o.

in th

reserve*

accomplish.

to

smart

use

S.

family

Eva Robbins, of Allston, ia. spending
her vacation with her mother.

week.

'j*

manv

SOKKKNTO.
Mr,- Albert Sprague, of s»,n
jsUn,
>a here vl»lt ing her
hu.hand, »bo
ployed on the yacht Katrina.

week

89.

into his

j

,0

_

July
his

Jt the

wiled

a crew

this

day.

Byron Tracy,

Durgaiu has sold all hi- real
estate and personal
property at North
Brooksvilfo to Y’erment parties, who will
continue the manufacturing ol lumber for

a long time.
tteorge Jordan, one of the town's oldest
citi/ec*. is very ill.
He, with his aged
wife, has for years done work around the
hotu. itiAt a couple a score years younger j

Charlestown, is at

Howard Peirce has moved
new houae.

J. A.

Rufus G. Bickford, who
ha*
b.en
spending a two weeks’ vacation with relatives In town, returned to Boston Satur-

T. Robbins'.

J.

,

Horace Re,
The «ho„,r
m the
new
Neighborhood ho,,,,
mneh appreciated by th.
p|,v,r,
haaket bull game.

C. E. Grover met w ith a very serious
accident recently by getting bis hand
caught In a planing machine.

wore in

Curtis

for

workmen, has been in town
putting In new telephones.

lender Allen's.
of

Machiaa, are guests of

Bert Scribner, of Ellsworth, with

0OCTH DEER ISLE.

Hatch,

,nd
,

and not

between the aummer and
local
mlted in a
victory for the locals
'» 1" to”- D«»«®n
piaved the

Saturday.
Hathaway and daughter,

of

M. K. Kay, of Cambridge, is boarding at
Mrs. Susie

cold

yachting

backward,

^

Mrs. EtU Dorr, of Bar Harbor, who is
town for medical treatment, la
very
much Improved in health.

been the

H. Hawes, who ha- i*en
•pending the winter in Boston, returned
here this week and op ned the Hawes
homestead.
She was
accompanied by
Henry Haskell, wife and two children,
who will spend the summer here.
Sail it*

Mrs.

ssful

Mrs.

sge, pot only t uilt but also modeled the
lagcct after the popular topedo style.
He has prod-red a beautiful, staunch and
.sawortby craft which reflects great credit
,a nis skill as a workman and his mechanical genius. The boat is twenty-four
*«wu tong and is equipped with a seven-

Mrs.

Sawyer, president of the Sawyer
Boot A Shoe Co., Bangor, with Mrs.
Sawyer, has been a guest at Brookside.
firm which has employed him several
During his stay here be has given the
seasons.
neighbors a rare treat w iln his graphaFlood’s
now
seen
on
boats
are
Many
phone coueerts.
lake, as the blueberry season has begun.
Clement Robinson, son of Prof. RobinsoV,
back
sail
for
the
two-mile
goes
Everybody
of Bowdoin college, ha* been the guest
and forth among tb** lilies and loons, and
for a few days.
of Mrs. Jennie Tapley
the tiresome fun of pit king blueberries
in
Mr. Robinson will open a law offi<
affords a pleasure that it keen and will
Boston this fall, having graduated from
last for a year.
Harvard law school last June.

ing

LAMOIXE POINT.

and

Moore Tapley. jr.,

Waiter

for the remainder of the season. He w ill
be employed as bookkeeper by the same

with amusements

The

street.

thrown out,

Capt.

of

popular here.
Rev. 8. M. Thompson starts to-day for
One day last week while Misses A Inn da i Charleston, w here he expects to stay for
Grizzle and Lucy Dennett wen* driving, two weeks to attend the summer school.

Water

are

sister

*ltk lh

Ur*
yaehle haw been
uanal. Neat month the
annual
between the knockabout,
will ui,
*'
Tbeaecond of the
aubeerintion u ‘"W
took place at the Kimball

in

Miss Gladys Black arrived home July
from an extended visit to Washington,
I>. C., New York and other cities, since
her graduation at Caatine normal school.
B.
July 30.

of
Ethel,
guests at Mrs Mag-

and

Mrs. Augusta Lord and family hav« returned to their home in Philadelphia after
a visit of two weeks.

Percy Grover went to Bar Harbor last George Otis
Wednesday with a handsome span of summer.
white horses, which he will let to parties
A. C.

NORTH

ihcif home became unmanageable and ran
down Main street, turning the corner into

Steven*

Brockton, Mass.,

having to do
days before.

few

*

gie Blodgett’s.

Mr. (iarland has extensive

and had

»

This company i*

Harbor

Fred D. Jones, of Belfast, has recently
accepted the republican nomination for
Luther Garland severed one finger and
representative. His father, the late Jerry
badly lacerated another by his machine, Jones, represented this town in the ‘90*.
while haying at Mrs. Fred Davis’. It is a
W. M. Tapley, wife and sons, of Kockbad time for the accident to happen, as
at Brookside, guests

the

Co.

Leslie

ife, Mr. and Mrs. Jed Salis-

w

Bar

much

weatern

Stevens and wife.

22

Fred Hawes arrived
week, having finished his work there.

daughter

eared for

employ-

has secured

last

Roxie, of Bangor, are visiting at the old
of the aged parents, Sam Salisbury
w

*IA#e pop**

In

and wife.

turned

weeks, after which Mr». Clifford ia to go home to Bethel, Vt.
Mn». M. A. Blake recently sprained her
right wrist and hand. It is doing well.

BROOK8VTLLE.

Smith

from

home

-ilitv.

repl-h

and

Bunker

M#

week

Mrs. Caroline Ouptili, who has been
visiting friends at .Southwest Harbor, re-

cliff far two

Fairfield.

ment at

Miss Blanche Kincaid, of Waltham,
Mass., returned July 23 after spending her
vacation of three weeks with bar father,
Albert Kincaid.

merry-go-round bili Wednesday, returning the
gouflj all the week. Shepherd’s moving with Mrs. S. W. Treworgy.
pictures on Monday evening, and plays
Mrs. Nellie Sargent, of Sargentville,
Thcfr'idsy, Friday and Saturday evenings m tow n Friday calling on friends and
fi*

\V E8T

Domingo

Brewer.

Charles

bounty .Vatri

irtitional

W. Johnson returned home Satur-

day evening, after a week’s visit w ith her
granddaughter, Mrs. Henry Salisbury, in

rc-

been elected a? manager of th
Weal End Thread Co., of Millbury. Mass.
Mr. «£>. >per is one of Casting’s bust hug
vov** men, and th:** promotion is a de-

a

opened this

Mr. and Mrs. Perkins, of Madison, are
visiting Mrs. Perkins’ mother, Mrs.
Daniel Bickford.

Mrs. Emma
Mrs. Cole, of

COUNTY NEWS.
For

weather the

F. V. Joy has moved his furniture into
R. Bunker's store.

Small

STABILITY

'«*>••

was

ao

h„,L
„„ra|>
,,,^'

wife

Mr*. Arden

more.

McC in.ock. I*.
J'r-'H Yolk man spent

*•

from fa

fall

«

Oliver

Mias
aaent

weeks

Susanne KkI-

up* short tim' ago
Ju>fsy, while riding, ar
>ut fjor

two

ACCURACY

on

to

-d

P. H. Joy and wife, of Bar Harbor, are
on
speoding a few days in town.
day evening, and . Urge
0
Rev. Gideon Mayo, wife and daughter dancer, were present. Undaii
Mary left Monday for their summer vaca- of fUr Harbor, furniahed m„,lc. wh",r*
will continue to do
tion.
throughout th. *a®'
mer.
Mrs. fiattia Small and daughter Audrey,
The haaket ball game
of Deer Isle, are tjie guests of Dr. A. E.
Tue.day_

BANK,

ELLSWORTH, MAINE.

OTIS.

Mrs.

|

THE FIRST NATIONAL

and sister, of Bangor, are
in town fora few days' outing.
Mrs. Guy Fair brother and little children, of Brewer, art* visiting for’a few
weeks the family of Everard Lally.
Mrs.

it secures

as

rest from money cares.

H. A. D’L

Foster,

9.

to add to your Savings Account,
for you the following:

Owing

-e

anent

Harbor. While
baaehwll game, to
aummer team there.

rather

A skating rink
F. V. Joy’s hall.

SAVINGS DEPARTMENT.

eighteenth

the

century.

ui**vi and sbak*

iadiy

was

her

with

"unday

arr;vj

of

Courtney Hemenway

‘wo

eery ill with appen-

B. Oerrish is

'hT~™^
^ i'"'
rt-

r(
p,

H«1

H. E. Tracy went to Bangor Monday

j

accomplished

Whitney, If.; i*»i.,
Orinnell, a.; Hayward,

oiS**

m#

business.

SAFE investment for your money.
SURE income for the future.

East

close

the

near

Georg©

1

Lamoine under a
lady
grant from France, and founded a colony

and

bee# elected

1

ith pure water

w

.Vlw*,

dicitis.

SOLID business foundation.

Fountain Im Val spring,

who owned

4>^

<aim more able to be out.

bottle filled

a

named after the beautiful and

Congregational

at tie

rh«goii Snndav.
Charles Littlefield, son of Congressman
LJ.tletfeld, is the guest of W. A. Walker
Aut Bevural days.

Ralph Hodgkins,

her stem

from the famous

COURTE8Y

F.

SOUND

honor of

Am

forget

mAditi+mnl Om»l»

-*

WINTER HARBOR.

DURING BUSY TIMES

The launch

CASTING.

|

|

LIBERALITY

of the fact that this is a prohibition .State,
and as more emblematic of the pure life of
thy namesake, we use instead pure water
from Fountain La Val spring.

COUNTY NEWS.

COUNTY NEWS.

abbtrttimrtrt.

1‘HB American has subscribers at 107 t that the building of wooden ship® as an
the 117 post-offices tn Hancock county, industry had departed, and would in an«4H tht other papers in the County coni' other generation become a lost art. He
fmi. •ed do not reach so many. The Ameri- then read from Longfellow’s poem “The
c aK is not the only
paper printed in Building of the Ship”.
Mrs. Helen Cough took part in the ext lancock county, and has never claimed to
ercises, and read the following:
hut ii is the only aper that can prop
It is our wish sod hope that you may be at
^rly oe cailed a Coi?NTY paper; all the
-rsi are merely local papers. The circula- loyal, at faithful, and perform your duty as
Bar
the
well as ever did thy namesake. Bally B. Dete nof The American, barring
* arbor
Uecord's summer list, i* larger Laittre. It is an old custom in christening
than that of all the other papers printed ships both great and small to break over the
% .1 Hancock county.
stem a bottle filled with wine, bnt in view

la

now

NEW HEHIKS
1

,arh
open. Skarra. si
mania, SI par **»>«"

Ths

has

Harriet I). Fellows, of New York,
guest of Miss Emily Browu at the
Kimball house for a few weeks.
Miss

in the

A

pool

put into the Village house on Tuesday.
The bowling
will
arrive the first of next month.
alleys
Mrs. Edward Wain and Mias Wain, of
usw

table

was

Philadelphia, and Miss Florence P. 8uiith,
New York, are at the Hodgkins cottage

of

for the season.
The line-up for the Imseball game today with Southwest Harbor, wtU ha as
follows: Hpurling, c.; He manway, 2b.

Diaston, 3b.; Bailey, ©f.;

liosmer,

lb.

2ttibrrtiflnnmU.

L E.

RALPH,

Architect and Builder.
Hrtheait Harbor, Maine.

WHY

PAY

RENT

cau bonow
» Brwt
reduce li every mouthlull UK-n la and h,-..
Will amount to
IhHii you are now

when

you

OBJa

•bum. itlv*

rent*. atKi‘ In

about

lW,
a**
,«

!■*>,*«*

M)'" **

will

OVK YOUR OWN HOME.
For

particular*
»»

inn id re
s

^

V

'^1

—

CGl'NTV
"»

■

„
S*C"

PROSPECT

SUM'S
...

is

HABBOK.

_

I

lor Boston.

of Nashua, N. H., arrived
Ellery Cole,
Saturday tor hia annual vahis father's

! alien ol a few weeks.
who
Harvard Colwell,

fell from

horse

a

weeks sgo. breaking bis arm, haa

re-

to be out.
ared sufficiently and
wife,
,.

||

who have
Kingston
11 much attention during their
• Bruce *nd w‘,°’ ta,t ,or 8t-

Show
to "

,bit
Johns Friday.
of Hancock, and
jl„. tirsc McFarland,
W ilson, of Bodgwick, who j
MlJ, M,r„>D
in town, left for their |
h,tt he,n visiting
homes Thurday.
celebrated bis j
Master Murray Hewiiia
M with a party.
tontb birthday July
had the treat of good times
The little folks
which Buster Brown
WI,h games, in
A birthday cake,
aored s prime favorite.
other dainties pleased the
we-cresni and
AS one tittle girl os pressed
toang guest*
to eat, and
herself- "We had everything
bird*.”
cere happy »»
held its semiThe Pythian sisterhood
The
,,,,0,1 inc „nation Tuesday evening.
staff fromljewismnd cbaneellor and her
were prorent and installed
of West
Ihe off. or- Puritan assembly,
several mernSoUivsn, was represented by
there was a large atyr., «nd sliogetber
Supper was served at 8 o'clock

t.iti and Auburn
iendsuo

refreshment* were again served at the
The ofHose of the evening programme.
were enterfers from the grand assembly
Alfred HamUtsioed while here by Mrs.
loo.

JolyJ).

c__

Mis# Ella Jarvisjhaa
rrrvipelaa in the face.

A.

the

Wednesday.

on

Charles Stone fhas taken possession of
his new pare bane, the Freethr farm.
B.H.Chatlo baa returned to Lynn, Mass.,
after t«0 areks spent with hi* part** U.

will

Mrs.

Robie

Norwood

was

Mrs. Isabel!

land

who is

he

home.
waa

in

The
com-

mand, ha* bee n sold.
Mrs. K. E. Swctt, who ha* been ill ao
long, b able ?> have her room and walk
jhlittle.
(round the

Treworgy

Mrs. Harsh J.

ia

vudting

her

Hutchins.
Mrs.
later-in-law,
Sophia
Both are jw*t eighty years of age.

Mrs. Hannah Wasson, who was so
(rarely injur. <5 by a cow, is n*>w able to
betaken from h«r room in a wheel chair.

farcy L Sinclair, of Auburn,
wife and

son

Harold, is

at

hit parent*. C»pt. R. A. Sinclair and wife,
for hi# annual vacation.
Charles St<-ne, of the steamer Cat her iue,
oblig' d to leave bis work as lire man
far several days on account of an abscess
in hi# bead. He
lias returned to the
*•»

Meaner.

July 30.

I

at

Miss Audrey Hodgkins and Miss Katie
McIntyre, who have been picking strawberries for E. W. Wooster,

are at

The

Iarnoine cornet band gave

a

n

a

free treat of cake and

ice-cream

present.
ARB.

July 30.

at

Miss Webber, of Connecticut, is visiting
brrsunt, Mrs. Nathan Boynton, and other
HhUm.
l*ou*rd Cushing, of Waltham, Mass., is
home of his aunt, Mrs.

minting at the
Fred Hodgkins.

Mr*. George Googins and daughter
F**rl of
a in bridge. Mass., are visiting
Mrs. Mary ooltdge and other relatives.
J- W. Bragdon and wife, of Minne•polis, arrived Sunday, and are visiting
Mr* Lydi* llodgkins aud other relatives.

sale at

Bangor,

n

ar.-

visiting

Sunday.
Albert,

son

friends and

of

relatives

Miss Ella Mayo, of Carmel, is the guest
Miss Mayo preached
winter, and made many friends
glad to welcome her back.

who

arc

July

ban-

D.

30.

astjrrttsrmmtg.

Cook,

who has been
summer

spending

home

here,

I joined last week bv his w ife, son
daughter and a friend of the family.

I

ATLANTIC.

Cook has

a

tint*

j

graphophonc

with

se\-

of

Caribou, spent

and

Eagle

Mr.

which

last week

with his uncle, Liston Smith, in company
with his
cousin, Miss Robinson, the
daughter of Mrs. Eva Robinson, who w ith
her

son

Donald

has

made her home

w

Milk

Peerless

evaporated

Cream

|j
|j

Friday.
July 29.

no

new

blood is formed.
treme

ciation

Ex-

weakness,

ema-

and chronic
is the inevitable result.
Rexall
Dyspepsia
Tablets disperse the
surplus “bile," soothe
the disordered nenes
and gradually restore
the stomach to its
normal
health and

suffering

>

strength.

Our name and reputation in this community is back of the
made in
statements
this
advertisement.
We could not risk putting it here did we
not know the formula
of Rexall Dyspepsia
Cure and the other 199

Rexall Remedies.

STORF

Effial Hatters.

ro the Honorable Justice of the Supreme Judicial Court next to be nolden at Ellsworth,
within and for the County of Hancock ana
the Second Tuesday of October, A. D. llHKk.
RESPECTFULLY represents Joann |K\ Me Lane ot Surry. Hancock County,
Maine, wile of Neal McLsne. that her uats*.
fortnedy was Jomn S. Wiliens; that she *xu*
m *rrieu to the said Neal McLane at Surry, in*
from a point on the town way near tr e store
H e said County of Hancock, on the loaf—
unsbiue in said
of A. B. Buckmitster, at
tenth day of July. A. D. 1866. by C. K. Hsfp
Deer Isle, thence southeasterly to the store
oi Daisy E. Conary. at said Sunshine, would
Kins, Justice of the Peace; that in June, 186T,
ihe said libellee. without cause, utterly debe of common convenience and necessity.
vrted your libellant and lias continued tc>
That the Municipal Officers of said town of
Deer Isle, upou proper petition therefor to utterly desert her from that date to the dote~
hereof, a period of three consecutive years
them presented by your petitioners and twenty-one others, then and now inhabitants of and more next prior to he filing of this. If be!,,
sod Deer Is e and owuers of cultivated laud I and that there s no collusiou between her
therein, on the ninth day of August. A. D. ! ai.d said libellee to or.tain this divorce.
And your libellant further allege* that ihe1905. have unreasonably neglected ar.d relused
not known
u sideuce of the libel lee is
to lay out the same.
tohpt
Wherefo e your petitioners, within one ar d cannot be ascertained by reasonable *in!'<i
•
pray that your Houors may grace.
year thereafter,
WHEREFORE she asks this Court to gram
lay out such town way agreeably to law in
such case made and provided, and estimate her a decree of divorce from her said bn •Kant?
for ihe cause of utter desertion continued for
the damage, if any, to owners of laud over
three consecutive years text prior to the
which said way may be laid.
Deer Isie. Maine, Julv 10, 1906.
filing of this libel, and that such other and*
further decrees may be made as to the xSbwtfi?
William W. Conary.
Hukm'N S. Conary.
u.:»y seem necessary in the premises
Dated this 14th day of July, A. D. 19UB.
STATE OF MAINE.
Joann S. MckHancock ms.:— Couit of County Commis
STATE OF MAINE.
sii'uers, April Term. A. D. 190
Upon ti e foregoing petition the Commis- Hancock as:—July 14,19-6.
sioners being satisfied that the petitioutr.F’eiaonally appeared Joann S. McLA&saotcL
art*
responsible, that an inquiry into ht made
oath to the truth of the allegaiflaha sc.
merits is expedient, and that the petitionerthe ioiegoing .ibel, by h* subscribed.
(.light to be heard touching the matter sei
John F. Staples,
lorth in their petition; order that the County
Justice of the Peace.
of
meet
at
the store
Commissioners
STATE OF MAINE.
the 18th
Daisy K. Conary, on Tuesday.
day of September, A. I). 1906, at 10 o'clock
Hancock sa.~Supreme Judicial Colx>_
A. M.. ami theuce proceed to view the route
Vacation. Ellsworth. July 18. A. D. 1906.
mentioned in said petition, immediately after 1
the foregoing libel, ordered: That the.Upon
which view, a hearing of the partie- and witlibellant give
notice to the said Ubelleenesses will be had at some convenient place 1 to
appear before the Justice of out Suin the vicinity, and such other measures preme Judicial Court, to be holden ak BI.Htaken in the premises as the Commissioners
worth, within and for the County of Hancock
shall judge proper. And it is further
on the Second Tuesday of Octooer A. it.
Ordered—I hat notice of the time, place and
by publishing an attested copy of said atxel
purpose of the Commissioners' meeting afore- and this order thereon, three weeks successaid be given to all persons and corporation* sively in the Ellsworth American, a newsinterested by serving an attested copy of th*
paper printed in El 1>worth in our County ot
petition and this order thereon, upon the 1 Hancock, the last publication to be thxr’
Clerk of the Town of Deer Isle, a like copy d..y* at least prior to the second
upon WiHiani W. Conaiy, one of the pell- | of October next, that he may there at Hi
tinners, and by posting up attested copies as then in our said Court appear and answ-i- w
aforesaid in three public places in said town said libel.
Lccilius A. Emeu,.
the
time j
before
Justice of the Sup. Jud. Court.
thirty daysfor atsaidleastview,
and by pubA true copy of the Libel and Order of Cbar*
appointed
and
order
the
thereon,
lishing
petition
tht reon.
three weeks successively in the Ellsworth ;
AttC-8. —Joh N F. Knqwlton,
American, a newspaper published at Ells- I
the
first
of
Hancock,
in
the
worth,
IM
lUKrALUM KK.
County
publication to be thirty days at least before
8. Jellison, b9 in*
the time of said view, that all persons and I XITHEREAS Albion
deed dated the first day o£
\\
mortgage
be
attend
and
interested
may
corporation1*
a. d. 1877, and recorded in the registry
August,
heard if they think fit.
of nee s for Hancock county, Maine, vol. lS7r
Attest:
John F. Knowlton, Clerk.
n >ge
4>9, conveyed to Gilman Jordan, late oi
A true copy of the petition and order thereon
Waltham, deceused, a certain lot or parcel «jf
Attest:—John F. Knowlton. Clerk.
11nd situated iu said Waltham, on the westNOTICE.
erly side of the countv road leading through
Waltham to Ellsworth, and bounded as folSale of li^ul Estate l»y Administrator.
lows. viz.: On the south by land of Oilmen JorW. NORWOOD, of Southwest Har- dan, on the west and north by land of Ciiljmiu
bor. Hancock county, State of Maine, Jordan, 8. B Giles and Eli Colby, and on the
administrator of the estute of Joshua L. Mar
east by said road, containing fifty acres, more
shall, late of Southwest Harbor, deceased
or lesV.
Subject to a mortgage given A.F.
hereby gives public notice, that in pursuance ! Burnham in 18«7, to secure the sum ol ftpoof a lic ense issued to said administrator by
And whc.*.** One
udred and fifty dollars.
the probate court, in and for Hsncock couuty
condition of said mortgage has been broket*
Maiue. dated July 3, 1906, and recorded in the and is now bioken at d unperformed, now
probate recoids of said county, in volume 10.">. j therefore, I, the undersigned. Wilford t*
page lltt, he will sell by public auction at the j Jordan, of said Waltham, administrator <■!•.
otfFce of Seth W. Norwood, Odd Fellow- Build- the estate of the sum lute Gilman Jordan, do
ing, Southwes Harbor, Maine, on Saturday, he.ebv claim a foreclosure of said mortgage
thelstdsy of September, 1906, at 10 o’clock and do hereby give this written notice
in the forenoon, the real estate of said Josbuu j u- jequired y statute of my intention In my
L. Marshall, deceased, which he was by suit! siiia capacity as administrator to foretAwu
license authorized to sell and convey said ; ?aid mortgage for breach of the conditio*.*,
real estate, being particularly bounded and thereof.
Wilkobd B. Johdakdescribed as follows, to wit:
Bated this 24*h day of Julv, a. d. 1906.
1st.
A certain lot or parcel of land situated j
su user iter
Sears B. Condit,
ul
in the town of Southwest Harbor, county ol
pH EBrookline,
Noifolk county,
er.iuI
Hancock, and bounced and described as follows: Beginning at the northeast corner of a
setts, hereby gives notice that he has bteu
executor
of
the
last
ami
will
lot of land deeced to Isaac Lurvey by Swlem duly appointed
Town. Jr Atty. for John U. Adams ana others, testament of Cevlen Hoyt, late of Bluehili. lit
by his deed recorded in the Hancock county the county of Hancock, deceased, no bonds U*
registry of deeds, book 66, page 225: thence ing required by the terms of said, and haw aprunning south 40* east to a spruce tree in the pointed Frank Merrill, of Bluehili, Maine, te.itLurvey brook: thence following the brook agent in the State of Maine, sh the law directs
southeasterly to land formerly owned by John All persons having demands against the esD. Lurvey; thence following said John's j tate of said deceased are desired to present
land southerly to the so-called Eaton Clark the same for settlement, and all indebted'
lot; theuce westerly on said Clark's line to a thereto are requested to make payment hi*
stake in the Meadow; thence north 35° west au 1 lately.
Julv 10. 1906.
Sears B. Condit, Jr
and one-half (45V rods to the town
forty-five
road leading from Norwood’s Cove to Seal
subscriber hereby gives notice Uml.
tphE
Cove; thence following said town road west
X he has been duly appointed adminietra^
erly sixty-two 162) rods to H H. Clark's line: tor
of the estate of Winslow G. Hincks, Umk.
thence on said line to land formerly owned
of Bucksport, in the county of H&noock.
by Barnard Rumill; thence by said* Rurnill deceased,
and given bonds as the law directs.
lot to the first-mentioned bound, containing
All persons having demands against the es(36) acres, more or less, with the
thirty-six thereon.
tate of said deceased are desired to present
buildings
the same
for settlement, and all indebted*
2nd. Also one other lot in Southwest Harthereto are requested to make payment tot.
bor, county of Hancock, State of Maine. Be
ginning at the southeast corner of A. I. mediately.1906.
Paukkr 8pofkord
July 10,
Holmes' lot; thence running north 42* west
twenty (20) rods to the said Holmes' line;
thence south 52V west following said Holmes'
HPHE subscriber hereby gives notice that*
line sixteen (16) rods to place of beginning,
X
he has been duly appointed adminiscontaining two (2) acres, more or less. Sucn trator of the estate of Virgelia A. Cloaaon
sale is to be made subject to taxes and all late of Sedgwick, in the county of Hancock
liens, mortgages and incumbrances thereon, deceased, and given bonds as the law directs*
for specification of which reference is made All persons having demands against the esto the records of the Hancock county Maine,
tate of said deceased are desired to presese
deeds, and also subject to the the same for settlement, and all indebted
registry ofdescent
of Mary Marshall, widow of
rights
thereto are requested -to make payment imsaid Joshua L. Marshall.
mediately.
^
Seth W. Norwood.
July 20, 1906.
Fitz Henry
July 25, 1906.
ro the Honorable Court of County Commissioners for the County of Hancock and State
of Maine, holden at Ellsworth within and
for said County of Hancock, on the S cond
Tuesday of April. A. D. 1906.
represent william w
Conary and Herman 8. Conarv. both of
Deer Isle in said County, that, a town way

1

Respectfully

j

1

j

(Unsweetened)

The recent smash up of a carriage by a
From the aypper in Seaside hail Thurssudden appearday evening, for the benefit of the side- horse frightened by the
narrow
road of an automobile
ance on a
walk, about til was realized.
lias set our tow n authorities to looking
Gladys Joyce, w ho has been on a visit to after the
warning posters which, through
her cousin. Merle Bmall, at Deer Isle,
someone’s lack of vigilance, were not verj
returned home Saturday night.
|I
conspicuous.
Mrs. Abbie Joyce is on a visit to BrookThe Atlanta university quartette sang al
lin and other towns in that vicinity. She
the Congregational church Sunday mornhas many relatives and frieqds there, as it
ing, the well-trained and melodious voice*
was her former home.
giving good selections, as they have eacl
Mrs.
and
Kershaw
Miss
Kershaw,
Mrs.

CH^k

j

SETH

JUgal

year for many seasons. There were somt
new songs us well as the familiar old set

James, of Philadelphia, who have been at
Rose Hi!! cottage, left for Southwest Har-

CONDENSED

Convenient and ecoSuited to
nomical.
any modification

ith

her brother since last autumn.

few weeks.

For all purposes for
which Milk or Cream
is used—

BORDEN’S

was

entertains his friends.

Floyd Smith,

Albee, 8. L Carpenter and Frank
were in Bar Harbor Saturday.

i

oticc».

To the Honorable Board of Commissioners

01

Gentlemen:
Hancock Co., Maine.
I and the talk by the leader and remarks bj
! eptiK undersigned Selectmen of the town o:
one of the choir were very interesting
1
Bluehiil, iu said Couuty, respectfully
8«l Bar liar tor last Tuesday, after a
! The pastor opened and closed the service j represent that the true limits and bounds ol
T»it of several days with Hazel Hodgkins.
certain streets and highways iu said town arc
MT. HEBERT KERRY.
Among the visitors recently entertainec doubtful and uncertain and the records ol
Mr*. Augusta Bartlett and daughter
S.
E. Owen
part of them lost, and the said town at the
Mrs. A. W. Clark was Miss
Isaac Stanley and wife, of Mamet, spent j by
fast annual meeting instiucted the -electmei
EH*, of Melroae, Mans., art' the guests of
a teacher in the Mather missionary col
to have the limits and bounds of said street!
Hr*. Bartlett's sister, Mrs. Frank L. Saturday with friends here.
established.
inored school of Beaufort, S. C., who by
V\ e therefore request your Board to havt
Hodgkins.
Miss Abbie Appleton, of Entield, is
of
her
well
vitation spent two weeks
the limits and bounds of the following street*
Mr*. Lionel Hodgkins and son Merle, working for Mrs. 1. L. Wardwell.
established
according to Section 11 of Chap
Clark.
Misi
earned vacation with Mrs.
23 It S. of 1903, viz.:
Mias Jennie Hodgkins are visiting
Miss June Crabtree Is visiting her sis- Owen’s
graphic accounts of her work foi
Main Street in the village, the Street lead
Hr*.
ing from Main Street by the Geo. Steven*
Hodgkins’sister, Mrs. Walter Stan- ter, Mrs. Annie Bpratt, in Bar Harbor.
many years were very interesting. Wher
Academy aud the Parker Point road fron
**7, at Isles ford.
Miss Madge Moon, who has been visit- asked if the school stood on its own reMain Street to the “new road” so called neai
Frank P Grrbnk,
several
Parker Point.
for
weeks,
Boston
or
Hr*. Arthur Reynolds and daughter ing relatives in
sources, she replied: “No, it stands
A T. Stkvkns,
^*Ve gone to Gouldsboro to sj>end the returned some last week.
from
friendi
E. J. Hinckley.
barrels,” for this kind of help
of Bluehiil.
Selectmen
for
the
ad
with Mrs. Reynolds’parents, W. F.
Mrs. Eva Oordon and little daughter has done wonderful things
Bluehiil, July 10.1906.
Mrs. Clark
Hutching* and wife.
Mildred, of Sorrento, spent last week with vancement of the work.
STATE OF MAINE.
brother, Lowell Y. Coggins, of California
Hancock sa:—Court of County Commia
Howard DeLaittre and wife, of Minne- her father, John Crabtree.
sinners, April Term, A. D. 1906.
and his wife and son also were he:
Bar
of
•poiia, arrived in Lainoine last WednesLaura
and
Ethel
Little
Spratt,
I'pon the foregoing petition the Commisin
Bar
were
kyund are visiting Mrs. Lydia Hodgkins Harbor, who have been visiting their guests for a few days. They
sioners being satisfied tnat the petitioners art
bu
Francisco during the earthquake,
responsible, that an inquiry into the merits ii
reother of their relatives.
aud that the petitioners ought tc
grandparents, 1. L. Crabtree and w ife,
escaped unharmed. Mrs. Coggins, on thi expedient,
be heard touching the matter set forth in theii
John DeLaittre and E. H. Moulton, of turned home Saturday.
termination of her visit here, left foi petition; order that the County Commission
C.
w ho are cruising along the
with friends on an excursion trip
era meet at the Office of the Selectmen o:
July 30. _
Europe
Bluehiil, on Wednesday, the 5th day of 8ep
Mr. Coggins and son will spend the timi
in the yacht Undine, anchored in
tember, A. D. 1906, at 10.80 o’clock A. M.. anc
of her absence in Lamoine.
LEACH’S POINT.
°erry’» Cove, for a lew days Ust week.
tbence proceed to view the route mentionec
Spray.
July {31.
in
said petition, immediately after whicl
KumH.
Oscar Harriman has returned from
July 3u.
view, a hearing of the parties and witnesses
some
convenient place
had at
will be
ford Falls.
BUCKS PORT.
in the vicinity, and such other measure
NORTH LAMOINE.
taken in the premises as the Commissioner!
Miss Clara Churchill has gone to Bar
The last piano recital of the season wa
it
it further
shall judge proper. And
H. Coggins, who has been ill the
Harbor for the summer.
given by the young pupils of Miss L. B
Ordered—That notice of the time, place anc
few
a
of
the
Commiasionera’
meeting afore
P^two weeks, is convalescing.
is
at
the
Ames
afternoon
spending
Spofforc purpose
Friday
Miss Olive Hutchings
said be given to all persons aud corporationi
H. P. McFarland and family have ar- weeks with Mrs. W. A. Peavey.
school building.
interested by serving an attested copy of the
,lv*d from Boston for their vacation.
Satpetition and this order thereon, like
upon th<
George P. Hooper has moved to Bangor Clerk
Llewellyn Ames, of Bangor, spent
of the Town of Bluehiil, a
copy
atwhere he will carry on the custom cloth
Edward iGilpatrick and son Jerome ar- urday and Sunday with relatives.
upon Frank P. Greene and by posting op*
tested copies as aforesaid in three public
his brother, J. W
business
with
for
recovered
so
far
is
ing
before
Conn.,
least
from
New
at
Crosby
said
town
Friday
Haven,
thirty days
Mrs. Carrie
places in
the lime appointed for said view, and by pubfrom hex recent illness as to be aat.
lishing the petition and order thereon, three
In Self Defense
Tuesweeks successively in the Ellsworth AmeiiA Mystery Solved.
Austin J. Ripley wvent to Bangor
can, a newsparer published at Ellsworth, u
editor and manager of thi
Hamm,
Major
of
an operation performed.
attacks
hive
off
to
the
County of Hancock, the first publicatior
day
wher
h«-^ow
Eeep
periodic
Conatitutionaliat, E.ninence, Ky.,
uiousnesa and habitual oonstiiAtion was
baskets of he was fiercely attacked, four years a$o to be thirty days at least before the time o:
Walter Brewster had 1,400
said view, that all persons and corporations
•Mystery that Dr. King’s New Life Pills
one day
by Piles, bought a box of Bucklen’s Arnica interested may attend aud be heard if the]
strawberries picked from bis farm
5*5Jd for me,” writes John N- Pleasant,
Salve, of w hich he says: “It cured me ii think fit.
pills that are last week. Isaac Snowman is also pick- ten days and no trouble since.” Ouickes
"[Magnolia,toInd. The onlysatisfaction
Attest.—John F. Knowlton, Clerk.
to
this year.
give perfect
J^snteed
A traa copy of the petition and order thereon
healer of Burns, Sores, Cuts and Wound*
ing a large quantity
26c
or
refunded.
Only
Attest:—John F. Knowlton, Clerk.
money
**>
25c. at £. G. Moore's drug store.
m *pbody
*•' U.
July 2».
Moore’s, drug store.

Mis* Margaret Brewer returned to her

bor

_

j

Minneapolia,

1

il

in tow

of Miss Ida Garland.
here last

the

were

here.

ri.vrvm^n.

summer

Eddington,

Mrs. Ezra Kelliah and

Suba.
rsni

Jordan and Miss Isabel Gregg,

Adelbert
of

Congregational sewing circle will

C. E.

^&XatZ

itrgal XotiCM.

Nickerson and wife, of Bangor,
visiting J. Bridges and wife.

Alonzo

ill prove beneficial.

he

Mrs. Howard and Miss Howard,
friends of the Hodmans, are In town for a

30.

eral weeks at his

and be-

consequently

Mad.

AMHERST.

Rev. Amory Bradford, 1). 1)., of Montclair, 1>. J., joined his family at WillowDr. Bradford has
field cottage last week.
been much out of health for some time,
hut it is hoped that Southwest Harbor air
w

THE

are

island

.»>

concert

for all

S. Dolliver

S.

loosing flesh

extract

entertainment and

i quet hall. Odd Fellows’ block, Tuesday,
Aug. 7. If that day proves stormy, the sale
v\ ill be
open on Wednesday.
Friday of last week Mrs. M. A. Hamor,
j of Soinesville, called on friends here, atin the afternoon the Willard \\B
I tending
C. T. C. of which she is a member, the
only representative from her home local-

at S. H. Hernick's last

Friday
evening. The music was much enjoyed by
tho goodly number gathered. There was
the law

Mrs. Bessie Barker, of Waltham, Mass.,
is visiting her mother, Mrs. C. C. Stanley.

Greening’s

are

Minneapolis,

cannot

nutriment from the undigested food and

E. C. MOORE, Druggist

Freeman.

also refreshments of differ-

hold its annual

home.

Mr. ami

are

The

|

Alexander, of Montreal, arrived
Saturday to join his w ife and little son
Dunald, who came to spend the summer
w ith her mother, Mrs. Clara Ford.
on

Mrs. Josie King spent last week at
Pretty Marsh w ith her sister, Mrs. Nancy

on

,

a

The
Rexall Dyspepsia Tablets.
cost is trifling, twenty-five cents a
box, and even that amount we will
refund if you are not satisfied.

George Lunt and wife, of Brewer, spent
Sunday with Mrs. Lunt’s mother, Mrs.
C. M. Teague.

Thomas Fernald and

body

to:

coming weak and irritable, if your
foot! distresses you, or if you are
unable to sleep, get a box of

MANSET.

building a log cabin
for Mr. Thorpe.
the Methodist
[ July 30.

timony

If you

Emerson Sadler is taking a week’s vacation from the steamer Vinal Haven, and
is visiting in Corea.
J.
July 30.

Dyspepsia

Read what one of many thousands of sufferers has given tes-

M. J. Sevansox,
Minn.”

and wife.

later.

E. C.

Gould

LAMOINK.
John King siul hi* sister St ell*
home ft r their summer vacation.

been

The friends of Mrs. J. H. Douglass, of
Colorado, w ill be glad to hear that she is
getting better after a serious illness.

Otis

C.

who has

home.

his

with

the home of

Hodgkins,

Marguerite Sadler is quite ill.
Miss Mildred Bridges, who has been
working at Swans Island, spent a few days
j last week with her parents, E. F. Bridges

hall

A REASON
is due to
disordered state of
the stomach.
“Bile”
collects in large quantities and the stomach
while in this condition
cannot
perform its
natural function.
The

I want everyone to know how
Rexall Dyspepsia Tablets helped
I suffered with stomach
me.
trouble for two years, and was in
a terrible condition.
I had lost
thirty pounds in weight and
looked twenty years older than I
am.
I was half starved, for nothing that I ate seemed to give me
strength. A friend told me of
R ,'xall Dyspepsia Tablets, and
after taking three boxes, I believe
I can eat anything
I am cured.
without the least discomfort; my
complexion has become clear ana
lam rapidly gaining flesh.—Mrs.

Heed and Warren Staples are loading paving for Mathew Baird A Co., at
Hagen Mountain.

good-sized audidance after the show.

an

ri w

the church.

guests of Miss Laura Turner, returned to
their home in Brewer last Monday.

kinds, to be held about the middle of
August. The date will be announced

July

frescoing

Perhaps you find yourself in
position where you have given
up all hope of ever enjoying a
hearty meal without having to pay
a penalty.
But don't give up hope.
a

ville before returning to her home in
Jamaica Plain, Mass.
Miss Vida Stewart and Mrs. Alpha
Stewart went to Rockland Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. lane, who have been the

ent

|

Facing
Starvation

residence, Friday evening,

Lizzie Dow and Mrs. Emily Johnson are visiting Mrs. Johnson’s son, F. N.
Johnson. Mrs. Dow will visit in Water-

are

j

beautiful

Vene

are

fancy articles,

years.

Mrs.

The ladies of Penobscot chapter, O. E.8.,
preparing for a sale of useful and

known

fifty

M INTERN.

!

attend.

to

than

and tea of

one

voted towards

a

society of

hold

Grange

at

party

n

of the pleasantest events of the
season.
Crowds filled the grounds and
lined the street for fully four hours. The
ground* were handsomely and-artisticaily
decorat< d. The decorations were new and
novel. Many devices to solicit coin were in
evidence. At 7.30 o’clock, the Bucksport
band rendered several selections.
At 8
o’clock a concert and dance were given at
hall.
The receipts, £150, will be deEmery

ice-cream social at grange hall Thursday
evening, Aug. 2. All arc cordially invited

Breakwater light

for Mrs. Power at Uunoine, U at

was a

church will

station.

work

There

The ladies' aid

has gone to Rockbrother, H. P. Robbins,

keeper at the

Miss Luella
at

ence.

Hodgdon

to visit her

entertainment

an

Saturday evening to

well

newly-purchased

place here.
Capt. It. A. Sinclair ia
schooner Osprey, of w hich

gave

Mrs. Lois Bart-

attended. Proceeds, fT.50,
for the bene tit of the Methodist pastor.
lett's

ling’s
was

Mr. Gibbs, of Springfield, Mass., is
spending his vacation at the home of A.

mother,

more

the Catholic
society for the benefit of .he church, on
lawn
in
the
front of Mrs. John A. Dar-

and

_

repair

The law

aftbfrti«in»nt«.

vacated by Mr.
by the Hoopers,

The store just
has been occupied

father and son, for

ing-

pass

Francis J. Flanigan, of Boston, a wellartist, is with R. B. Higgins and
for a few months’ rest. Mr. Flani1 family
of
and
Kllawortb,
family,
Ao»tm,'Joj
gan has been in Fiance tor the past three
ire occupying one of 8. J. Treworgy > cot- i
years. While there his pictures were exUfw.
hibited in the salon in Paris.
H.
I
Mi*#fEdith Bickneil, of Rockland, la
July 30.
tailing Mis* Mary Cole at the cottage
MAKl.rJOKO.
Ottocrat
B. K. Martin, of Ellsworth, is here cutMrs. Margaret Wnngatt, of Rockland,
ting his hay. His wife is w ith him.
her
has come to
Mis* Emily Morgan recently visited her
lifter. Mn. Inez Lord, at H Ingham, Mata.

j

pft^a

w

j E. Varnum.
daughter;
Dr. Hudson, wife and niece, Springfield,
Hope, who have spent the past month Mass., are spending a week at the home
with her parents here, returned to her of C. K.
Bridges.
home at Southwest Harbor last week. She
Miss Frances Wilson has returned to her
was
accompanied by her sister, Mrs. home in
Portland, after a month’s visit
James Tweedie, and family.
here with relatives.
Y.
July 30.
W. J. Creamer, of Stockton, spent SunBEAL COVE.
day in town with his family, who are
Miss lionise Robbins is spending a week spending August here.
in Bangor, to be with her father, William
E. A. Snowman went to Bucksport
Robbins, who is there in the schooner Friday to get his yacht, Aunt Polly,
Fred A. Emerson.
which has been built there for him.
Schooners Clara and Mabel, Capt. Sellers,
Capt. Charles Bran scorn be and wife, of
New York, visited Mrs. Branseorabe’s and Caroline, Capt. Devereaux, arrived
aunt, Mrs. R. L. laity, and cousin, Mrs. Saturday with cargoes for local dealers.
L. R. Hodgdon, this week.
Penobscot grange held its regular meetMiss Luella Brown, teacher of shorting at grange hall Friday evening. A
hand in the Shaw' business college, Rock- very pleasant and profitable evening was
land, is spending part of her vacation spent.
with her grandmother, Mrs. C. H. Sawyer. >
Miss Nina Varnum and Bernard E.
Mrs. W. J. Harper, of the Lily Lake Varnum attended the musicaleat Bluehill
house, has had some very pretty booklets Friday evening. They report a very pleasissued, describing her hostelry, also some ant evening.
attractive post cards illustrating pretty
The many friends here of Dr. George E.
bit# of scenery about Seal Cove.
Parsons and wife, of Castine, will regret
C. W. Moffett, who is spending the to learn of the sudden death of their
summer at his home at Pretty Marsh, with
infant daughter.
a friend, F. A. Jahn, of New York, took
George O. Littlefield, of the United
dinner with L. C. Ober and wife Wednes- States cruiser
Minneapolis, is at home for
day. They wen- guests over night Wed- a few days. His many friends are glad to
nesday at Lily Lake house.
see him in town again.
N.
July 28.
Edward Snowman, wife and son Robert,
of Springfield, Mass., arrived Thursday
CENTER.
to spend the summer with his parents,
Maud Dow, of West Tremont, is visiting
Leander A. Snow man and wife.
her aunt, Mr*. Dora Harper.
Mrs. Helen Sellers and daughter JeanEverett Murphy and wife visited bis
ette have returned home after having vismother, Mrs. James Turner, last Sunday.
ited Capt. Sellers, whose vessel wras at
Mrs. Eunice Eaton and Mrs. Georgie
Rockland, later at Stockton Springs.
Jones were calling on friends here last
The Kemp family, a colored troupe,
week.
at the Elms with her

season

The Ice-cream social at

(uttering with

She

If-n/st

Miss I»uise Page, of Rucksport, was the
guest of Miss Nina Varuum Tuesday even-

was

Eaatport

11 n<i

Hooper.
Hooper

PENOBSCOT.

W. Clark, of Southwest Harthe guest cf her brother, G. H.
Coggins, the pa&t week.
Mrs. Herbert Hodgkins arrived from
Mrs.

C

~-,U'.Uicnnl

Mias Sarah Bartlett, of l^iwreuce, Maas.,
the guest of her cousin, Henry Bartlett.

bor.

EAST SURRY.
been

OUNTY NEWS.-

hi* mother, Mr*. Loi«

Gilpatrick.

■**"

Chare is vlaitlng relative.
„lw Jennie
Harbor.
Winter
in
of bar Harbor, haa been
Ksli h Kingsley,
8. °. Moore's.
guesi at t apt.
, recent
from liockland,
H liicc has returned
called him for a few days.
business
where
a
rocer.t
Kathryn Hutchinson,
Grace Moore, lelt Wedu,,,t if Mis*

Ewisv

few week* with

a

__

J9?

by

"■■g?.r!!!!^..!!2l^-.

Pauper Notice.
contracted with the City of EllsAMERICAN ADS
worth to support
for those wIk
HAVING
need
the
fire
and care

assistance during
next
year*
legal residents of Ellsworth. I forbh
all persous trusting iheiu on my account, as
there is plenty ol robin and accommodations X<
care tot them at the City Farm house.
M. J. Dhimmit,

may
and

are

PAY BEST
try

one:
J

.IStitTttBMntnu

SUMMER GOODS

BROOK LIN.

Flye,

Gleason

Stonington,

of

MOST TEMPTING PRICE'.

John Folsom,
few

a

his vacation at S.

1

M. GALLERT.

We have made a large purchase of Summer Silks suitable for Suita
our
and Waists. These were never sold for less than 75c per yard :
BOo.
last
as
as
they
long
price
We hold a special sale of Washable Waists comprising various
in White I.awn and ltatiste. trimmed with lace and embroidery,

I

styles

exceptionally

at the

low

prices of #1, #1.25, #1.50, #1.75, #2

and #2.50.
Women's Suits and Walking Skirts in large variety at low prices.
We have some Odd Suits, one or two of a kind, on which we are

making

reduction.

a

l*

ceded them.

July

is

E. McFarland’s.

Miss Laura Stewart very pleasantly
tertained her friends Friday evening.
New

Jersey

home

to board.

Birlem ana wife have come
Bar Harbor, and be will reenter the life-saving station Tuesday.

Thursday from
employed.

July

D. Powers, of the Pail River
line, is visiting his wife at the Wells
bouse.

Dorothy Tibbetts, of
the Homestead for a few

Misses Emma and

—

is the

Anderson and family are spending
hia mother at North
a few days with
Sedgwick.
Sheriff Byron H. Mayo and daughter, of
Ellsworth, have been the guests of Isaac
Bert

and

w

Hundreds of Garments on the second floor: scores of different
of Skirts, Nightgowns, Drawers and Corset Covers.
Skirts at 75c, #1, # 1.50, #2, #2.50 and #B.
N ightgowns at 50c, 75c. # 1, # 1.25, # 1.50, *2 and #2.50.
Corset covers at 25c, 50c, 75c and #1.
Wrappers and two-piece wash suits from #1 to|#2.50.

designs

The ladies' aid

Foley,

returned to

Mrs. Fannie Cunningham, of Boston, is
West, of East Boston, is the guest
Capt. Enos Wasgate at Sunnysido, visiting st Mrs. C. H. Closson's.
Mrs. John F. Allen and children in- at
Flye Point, for a few weeks.
of Mrs. George Butler's for a few days.
Mias Lottie and Harry lugersoll,
Mr. Stedman and wife, of Boston arNeponset, Mass., are visiting their grandrived at Mrs. F. M. Herrick’s Saturday.
mother, Mrs. Rachel Wells.
Mr.

Tolcoit and wife, Mrs. A. W.
Green spent FriBridges
day of last week at West Tremont.
C.

Mrs. C. H. Cloason went to Ellsworth
Thursday on business, returning Friday.
Yacht Gundred, on which William F.

Mary Davis, of Lawrence. Maas., Lan#
Sargentville this summer, spent day.

Mrs.

Ducliess

days at J. B. Babson's last week.
from Stonington came
here Friday evening on steamer Pemaquid.
A dance was given in Odd Fellows hall.
few

AND UNDERWEAR.

We have an unbreakable Corset entirely new, just out
ranted not to break, made from coil springs.

War-

Price, *1, *1.50 and *2.

Miss Edith Lufkin, of Somerville, Mass.,
been visiting her father, P. E.
Lufkin, returned to her work Wednesday.
E.

Mrs
summer

Organdies.

D.

Mayo
came

daughter,
Sunday to spend
and

July

home.

I

P. Garter has gone to Lynn,
Msss., to visit her daughter for a few

reduced prices, comprising an excellent assortment in choice
patterns and designs.
Everything in the Carpet line: also in Draperies, Curtains and

at

greatly

House Furnishings.

the

Mrs.

Perkins

Roxbury,

■--1
additional

County Seu>*

$ee

other

page*

been

looking after the
past week.

The stone
SWAN’S

still

ISLAND.

Schooner Radiant, Capt. J. M. Hardy,
is here from Portland.

Emory Gott is in Rockland for a
day4 before going to Bar Harbor with

Mrs.
few

her husband.

Motor Boat Co. Lb making
figures for a forty-foot auxiliary boat for
Boston parties.
W. H. Holmes and John Kent have gone
to Hagan Mountain to help load stone for
M. Baird Contracting Co., of New York.
The

Maine

J. D. McNair preached his last serSunday to a Large audience. Mr.
McNair has accepted a pastorate at Sonyea,
N. Y.
Rev.

mon

A.

here

W.

Clark,

of

Rockland,

district

deputy, was here Friday night and had a
public raising of the chiefs of ilockamock
tribe.

Mrs. Oliver Stinson and Mrs. Carrie
Damon, of Oceanville, are spending a few
days here with her sister, Mrs. Wilbert

Stanley.
The large

steam yacht Diana, of New
York, was in the harbor over Sunday, fog
bound, on her way to Bar Harbor. Capt.
F. W. Kent was aboard as pilot.

July

David.

30.

SEAWALL.
Mrs. William

Dolliver is still quite ill.

Herbert Moore and wife are visiting
Mrs. Peter Moore at the old home.

of the

interest

quarry the

of

business at

booming, but owing

vessels

Black island is
to the

but three cargoes

scarcity

have been

shipped.

Black

A.

B.

island

Sunday afternoon, giving

are

Abby Partridge is visiting her
D.W. Bunker, at Bar Harbor.

8. B. Kimball, of Chicago, is with
her sister, Mrs. H. E. Morton, at Orchard
lodge.
The meetings of the James A. Garfield
W. R. C. will be discontinued until
Mrs.

September.
recently spent two
friends in New Harbor and

four very instructive
July 30.

sermons.

Mrs. Benton and three sons,
and Mrs. Hare, all of Iola, Kansan, are at
John Snow's.
Mr. and

Mary

Harbor,
Chips.

Peters has returned from

here

w

few weeks

w

she Las

ith her son,

been

MaiutathuHar-

among the late arrivals at
View house.
arc

Hope and Carl Wilson, of Dorchester
spending the summer with their

are

Oapt. Seth N*. Wiley. formerly of Boston,
ho is spending his declining years with
his daughter, Mrs. F. C. Allen, is quite ill.
boat Sunday were Miss
Arrivals by

Bertha Wilson, Miss Mabel Leslie, William Means, William and Charles Turner
and George C. Turner and family.
A party of sixteen enjoyed a coach rid»
to Brooklin Friday evening to attend the
ball given by the Stonington brass hand.
Music was by Ingraham's orchestra, of
Rockland.

Mis# Alice Holt has

Mrs.

J. Lord and family, of Meriden,
at the Phillip* cottage. Carter's

w

Rockland.

Carter, of West Brooklin,
preached here Saturday evening, Sunday
morning and evening, and preached at
Rev.

John Snow's.

H. Means and wife, of Boston,
Bluebili house for a few days.

weeks with

vacation

grandmother, Mrs. J. E. Wilaon.

West

of

aunt, Mrs.

GALLERT.

COUNTY NEWS.

at

daughter,

John

Miss

tor

are

and

arc

Bar

spending

a

J. 8. Horton.

BLUEHILL FALLS.
David Friend is

Blueberries

are

quite poorly.
quite plentiful.

get 5 cents a quart.
Mrs. 8. Grindle and her sou Burt, of
Gott’a Island, were here last week.

Friend, of Brockton, with
her daughter Bert ha, is visiting relatives
at South Bluehiil, Bucksport and this
Mrs.

station,

is

here

visiting

relatives

and

friends.

Annie

Sunday morning at the Congregational
church Mrs. Bentley, of Chicago, sang place.
Dr. Riggs’ naphtha boat, the Norma, is
Wash. Leland is in poor health.
two selections, and Mis# Pearson played
completed. Oapt. Simpson, of South KlueGeorge Richards had new potatoes from the violin.
hill, is captain and Harry Conary, enhis garden July 20.
CONCERT AND DANCE.
gineer. They have vUited Bar Harbor,
Miss Margaret Koch and Mias Edith
A concert was given in the town hall Oastine and Bangor. The boat i*» sixtyHall have gone to Charleston to attend
Friday evening, July 27, which was much five feet long and of thirty-five horse
the Christian Endeavor summer school.
enjoyed. All who took part were gener- power.
Miss Alberta Thomas is at her mother’s ously applauded and kindly responded
Crumbs.
July 30.
home for the summer.
Her duties at with an encore. Following is the proj
LAMOINB.
the Btorrs agricultural college kept her
gramme:
later than usual this year.
Edward GUpat rick, with his son Jerome,
Overture.Monaghan*# Orchestra
A very pleasant gathering of young peoBoprano aolo.Mr# I. W Peter# arrived Friday to spend his vacation with
ple enjoyed the evening at the home of Reading..Ml## Joy Hinckley his mother, Mrs. Lois GUpatrick.
Marcellus Salisbury and wife, July 26. Violin aolo.Mia# Pearson
Mrs. Wellington Barbour is expected
Baritone solo
...Mr Halpin
The gathering was in honor of their
this week to spend a few' days at the
Overture.Monaghan*# Orchestra
daughter Bessie’s sixteenth birthday. Reading.Mis# Hinckley homestead with her mother, Mrs. Ellen
Ice-cream and cake and lemonade were »«ng.Mr
Halpin Young.
served. On the same evening several of Boprano solo.(with violin) Mrs Peters
Mrs. George B. Miller, who with her
friends
Miss
Alice
the
of Mrs. D. G. Hall tendered
Mayo, pianist.
son, John M. Blood, of Burlingame, Gal.,
her a surprise party in honor of her birthA dance followed the concert. The pro- visited here
recently, is the granddaughday. Dainty refreshments were served.
ceed c w ere for the Bluehill baseball team. ter of the late Thomas B.
Grant, formerly
30.
8.
July
M.
July 30.
of Surry. While here they made their
home with Mrs. Ellen Young.
MEMORIAL RESOLUTIONS.
EA8TBROOK.
Spbc.
July 31.
Whereas. In the death of our comrade, Mark
Vernon, little son of Sylvester Bunker H. Grindle. of
Brooksville, Ja*. A. Garfield post
EGYPT.
and wife, who has been very ill, is better.
loses one of its esteemed members, one who
Miss Leila Clark is suffering with a bone
Curtis Tracy and family, who are in was ever ready to help in every good 'work;
EDEN.

_

J. M. Bright and wife, with Misses Franklin for the summer, were in town
June and Betty, from Bangor, came Sun- Sunday.
Francis and Alonso Wilbur, who are at
day to spend their vacation at Sagamore
work in Trenton, spent Sunday at their
cottage.
Miss Nora King, with her little nephew' homes here.
and niece, Harold and Mildred Parker, of :
Mrs. Adelbert Merchant and Mrs. Henry
Danversport, Mass., is visiting H. W. H. French visited Mrs. French’s daughter,
King and w'ife.
Mrs. Merritt, in Deblois last week.
Polly.
July 30.
The haying match at Mrs. Exlina Crimmins’ last week

GOTT’S ISLAND.

was

Fred Freeman, of Hall Quarry, spent
on the Island.

cut and

was a success.

hay
days.

All her

got in the barn in two

Sidney Jordan and wife, of Jamaica
Plain, Mass., are spending their vacation
of
Frank Stanley and w'ife,
Cranberry with Mrs. Jordan’s father, A. W. Goognis.
Isles, w ere calling on friends here Sunday.
Gem.
July 30.
Mrs. Fanny Black, of McKinley, who
Sunday

visited friends here last week, has returned
home.

SALISBURY COVE.

yet

we

believe that

our

loss is bis

eternal
to the

gain, and we look forward with joy
meeting above; therefore.

Resolved, That we eatend to the bereaved
widow and children our deepest sympathy,
and may He who aaid I will nevar leave you.
comfort them in their affliction.
Resolved, That a copy of theae resolutions
be sent to the family of the deceased, that a
copy be placed on record, that a copy be sent
to Thu Ellsworth American for
publication,
and our charter be draped in mourning for

thirty days.
C. E. Know,
James Gbskm,
Geo. M. Farnham,
Committee on resolutions.

felon.

Miss Della Butler, of Orono, has been
an extended visit with relatives

making
here.

Mary Butler,

West Hancock,
who has been the guest of her son. Prof.
W. R. Butler, for a few days, returned
Mrs.

home

of

Saturday.

Walter Butler and Oliver Bragdon, who
running E. G. Burnham’s stave
mill for the past few* months, comhave been

pleted their work Thursday.
July 30. _W.
FRANKLIN ROAD.
Andrew

CRANBERRY ISLES.

Harbor.

Martin

spent

A

Harding, who
parents, N. B. Trask

Charles

has

been

vinlurf

Winfield Jordsn, of
Wsltham. w„ m
town one day last week on buain
as.
Claude Clark and Nathan
Co||,r lpa„
to-day for Oreenville, where th v hare

employment.

Eddie Fallen and
family, of Boston
will arrive at H. A. Iawrie'a this
week lor
a month’s
outing.

HILL’S COVE.
(retired) visited I
July 27, previous to going to; Mias lie phene Brewer, of Bar Harbor
Washington. Those visiting the plant visited frlenda here last week.
may see his name on the bronze tablet at j
John Wilconib and wife, of
Melrose
the entrance, recording the fact that be
Mas,., are visiting at Charles Wilromb’s.’
was chief of the bureau of equipment on
j Mr*. Clara Smith, Miss Merle Smith and
the founding of the coaling station.
Raymond Hmith, of Concord, Vt„ are n».
it ing friends here.
HOMEBVILLK.
in town

Mrs. K. B.

Sunday.
Hilsby, of Rockland,

Mias

Daniel Brewer has a crew of men at
hia quarry getting out stone for
a wall being built around
Ambleside, the
summer home of Mr. Howard, of .New
Orleans.

her

work at

ar-

William H. Ward and E. W*. Richardson
employed by Pearl Pond, Bar Harbor,

j

Mrs. Katie Day, of West Trenton, has
visiting Mrs. Charles and Mrs. W. 8.
Brown.
i«een

C.
is

Sunday

Horace

Cummings Sweet and wife, Mr., Flors
Ware, Mrs. Lillian Madilucka and Muter
Warren and Mina Pauline MaddocJu,of
East Holden, spent Sunday at M. C.
Sweet's.

H. Levcrton, of Cataumct,
visiting her sister, Mrs. R. L.

Leavitt, Jr., occupied

st union church

Sunday

Emma Salisbury and
daughter,
Endora, of MaaaachuseUs. are visit-

Ing at Alden Hamor'a.

is vis-

brother, A. C. Fernald.
John Lawson and friend, of Boston,
rived Friday st the law son cottage.

iting

Mr*.

1

H. Somes and wife, of Hall Quarry,

F.
were

JUly

30.

AVKE.

__

EABT SULLIVAN

pulpit
morning and
the

MKKOllAL RMOLrriO'

R'lrrWl, It baa pleased onr Heavenly
Father to remove from oor cout.
Slater
Charles Bunker, of Lowell, Maas., visflattie K. Martin, therefore be it
ited his mother, Mrs. Adelaide Bunker, a
IfeeeieMl. That in the death of gUter Martin oor council haa lost a worthy member and
few days last week.
the home a devoted wife and mother.
Mr*. Ida M. LeUnd leave* to-day for
KfolrM. That a copy Of view
lutioM
Charleston, to attend the Christian en- *be sent the
,* oar refamily a* an a*«urac
deavor summer school.
membrance In their hour of grtef.
1
JTeeofred, That our charter be draped in
HoratioHeavey, wife and daughter, Mrs.
Nellie Lurvey, and daughter Gladys are mourning thirty days, and a n-t of them
resolutions
be pobliahed in Tin Kiuram
at the Baavey home. All are glad to ms
AMKnrca* and another spread on out record*
them again.
Jk»ib N Baanno*.
A. E. Skinner and family left to-day for
ItaaacaT A Mam*.
their home in Altoona, Kan., after spendffTBU* RoMi.1i.
w
week*
three
ith
Kev.
W.
Committee n resolution*
L.
Snell at
ing

evening.

—

«

Camp Taylor.
July 31.

J.

j

_

NORTH PENOBSCOT.
Ethel Jelliaon, of Ellsworth,
visiting E. A. Iwell and w ife.
Mias

NORTH BLt'EHILL.
Black and family, of Brookiville,
spent Sunday at !L B. Dunbar *
1 Hivid

is1

in Bar

from Verona grange to a

clambake, Aug. J2.
The farmers have done what they could
harvesting their hay crop, hut the weather
has been very “catching” and much that
has been housed has not been in first-class

Bowden's.

Mr. Bowden has

Mayo's farm,
j spring.
July 30.

condition.
Elmer E. Billings died suddenly Wednesday morning, from Bright's disease.
He had been in a low condition for some
tune, and his death, though sudden, was
not unexpected.
He leavea a wife, two

daughters
for
and
and

and three

sons.

>
<

He had known

time that his

but

he

was

devoted member of the Methodist
church, a kind husband and father, a
good neighbor and worthy citiaen. liis
remains were taken to Brookaville and
interred in the family cemetery. His
brother, William Billings, of New York,
was in attendance at the
funeral, which
was conducted by Kev. Mr.
Bryant, of
this place.
July 30.
H.
was a

81'RRY.
All

will

bought F. C.
tin re in the

move

D-

glad to notice that Ur. Emery
has improved in health
very much the
last tew months.
are

Mrs. J. F. Staples visited her son Charles
and wife in Ellsworth last
Thursday and

Friday, returning home Saturday.
Mrs. Mae Wood, of Augusta,

is

at

Varden Lord’s. Mrs. Wood is the widow
of Mrs. Lord’s brother, Henry
Wood, who
died several years ago.
It is stated

that F. T. Jeliison and How-

ard Clark

are going to run the
blueberry
factory this year, but it looks now as
berries
will
not
be
though
very plentiful

aocount of the late froat.
Charles Staton, wife and daughter, of
New York, are occupying rooms at Mrs.
Augusta lord’s house and visiting old acquaintances here. Mr. Staton was a former resident, bis father
having lived at
Morgan’s Bay and worked at blacksmithing there until about 1870, when he
moved to Massachusetts.

on

Services at the church neit Sunday will
conducted by the Rev. Dr. ;*h«uffler, of
New York.
reA report of a sad accident which
sulted In the drowning of (»• rge Liaof
comb, son of Home Liseomb, formerly
this place, apfiears elsew here in thu *»**•
°*
July 30.
be

days were few on
prepared for the end,
looked forward with religious trust
resignal too to s brighter future. He

some

earth,

and

OTTER CREEK.

Fred Steele and John M. Banker are
Alvah Abbott, of Bar Harbor, spent
Mrs. Edward Bartlett and daughter
July SI.
s.
Sunday in town.
Doris, of Needham, Mass., arrived Friday building additions to their houses.
MAKLBOKO.
a
and
month
Mrs.
Phebe
to
at
Locust
Lane.
of
Baker’s island,
Allie Buckluy and family, of New
wife,
Stanley,
spend
visiting her
York,
A very pleasant event occurred at the
has returned home.
Miss Sylvia Leland left Monday for is here nursing her daughter, Mrs. Mabel are visiting Mrs. Matilda Martin.
residence of dept. 8. H. Remick last FriCharleston, where she will attend the, Stanley.
Miss Minnie Mullan, of Bangor, visited
8. B. Hey wood and wife, of Bucksport
day evening. The occasion was the visit
The men who are to bore the erteeian her
who have been the guests of J. P. Keough summer school.
cousin, Miss Sadie Mullan, last week. of the cornet band of Lamoine. A
large
*nd wife, have returned home.
Mrs. Willard Liscomb and her two sons well at the Storey cottage have commenced
Eben Tracy, who has been confined to concourse of
people gathered from all the
the house since last spring, does not imJ. E. Dutton, wife and son Lawrence, of of Bar Harbor, were the guests of Mrs. operations.
community and listened to the playing of
Dr. Lovett, of Boston, arrived Sunday to prove as
L New York, have been the guests of Mr. T. 8. Liscomb Sunday.
the band. All greatly enjoyed the music.
rapidly as his friends wish.
visit his family. They are occupying the
R.
July 30.
July 30.
q#
The universal judgment was that the
|y»nd Mrs. Keough, while Mr. Dutton hAs
Mrs.

Franklin,

George O. Littlefield, of the battleship
Minneapolis, visited hia • Liter, Mrs H. 3.
Miss Addle Hutchins, of Waltham, Dunbar, lately.
Mass., is visiting her sister, Mrs. C. If.
George and AJta Bsunder*. of Boston,
Bryant.
weeks with their
are spending a
few
Pickers
The grange had an ice-cream sociable grandparents, J. L. Saunders and wife.
Friday night. They received an invitation
Mrs. Irvin N. Bowden in v Lilting at N-

_

Melville Moore, of White Island light

Mrs. Ruth French, of
friend* here ii»( week.

Gr indie.

are

’’

Mrs. Berths Foaa it
working at Mr, ^
7
L. Wilbur**,

per
Hear Admiral Bradford

Mrs.

a

Mrs. Church and sons, of
bor

j

FRANKLIN.

number here have finished

a

Mrs. Oeorge Tracy, of North
Sulli,™
cruise have touched at Madeira and the vlaited relatives and frlenda In
town ,
from
have
which
Azores,
few daya last week.
places they
souvenirs.
I
characteristic
brought many
Oogs recently attacked the flock of
sheep
About 10.000 tons of coal were at the sta- j
belonging to Everett Tracey and practit ion when the ship* arrived, the transcally destroyed the whole flock.
ferring of w hich was done at the rate of
Jolr »•
Mil.
__
one ton
minute.
the

Mass.,

for

Point.

j

Quite
In*.

of instruction for midshipmen from
academy !*t Annapolis, who in their

one

of two

Rev. A.

sett*,

Dunn

|

C. C. Koch and wife will leave to-

for Charleston

Conn.,

Kichel returned to Boston

Edith

O.

weeks.

Use Femme.

and family, of Orono,
at the Pendleton house.

at the

M.

Rev.

BLUE HILL.

Judge

Mrs.

day

NORTH

HOT**.

are

weeks.

of

July 28.

RUGS FOR SUMMER FLOOR COVERING

L. H. Bartlett, of Bartlett Bros., Boston,
Saturday for a visit to his old

with her parents, John Reed snd

30.

Miss

_

in the river Tues-

:

wife.

12 l-2c Eoliennes, 15c Basket Weaves, 12 l-2c and 19c
Sateens, Linen Lawns, Dress Linens, Persian Lawns, and Dress

was

arrived

who has

Beverly, Mass.,

WHITE AND COLORED WASH DRESS GOODS.

employed,

!

An excursion

HOSIERY, CORSETS, GLOVES

is

who is at
a

commit!

the station

SEDGWICK.

and Mrs. Lillian

Fancy Valenciennes Flat and Point de Paris and imitation
and Normandy. Special yalues at 5c, Sc and lOc.

attm,-,,^

Mr.

last the long-looked-for squadron has
arrived at the coaling station. On July 125
the cruiser l>e# Moines, Halsey, commander, came Into port and proceeded to
j All her depleted bunkers. On July 2A the
Cleveland, Commander Newton, and July
'17 the Denver, Commander J. C. Colwell,
made up their complement*. These were
succeeded by dispatch boat Yankton,
which took in seventy-Ave tons on Sunday. Shortly afterward the Minneapolis
put in herlappearanre, and is now along| side the pier receiving her supply.
This squadron, it will be remembered, is

invitation of

of

T.

LACES.

society, by

Lovett, were very pleasantly entertained last Wednesday si tbs Storey
cottsge, and lo-night the active members
of the society will meet st the home of the
pastor, by invitation of Mrs. McDonald.
R
J uly 31.

Austin, who has been the

guest of Mrs. Georgia
Boston Wednesday.

c,“

former resident

NAVAL

w.»

the^

of

arrivals

to the

band
“*
|oonrt ,h„
provialon of the M.rlUwo r-»pl„ h,() *
sufficiently g nerona to permit the
mittee to eatend the courteav
to
company present. The improvised
era s
.tand consisted of a gras,
plot tiene.tl,
young .hade tree, l0 from 0,
Remiek-a bou*-. Light .«
furn,,l*d Z
means of lanterns
provided with powe,r..i
reflectors. Tbia added to the
neaa of the ores,ion.
The maater „( th.
hand wa, Albert Chick.
The
In charge of the arrangement,
mtn
man Hodgkins and
Mra.S. H. Itemiek.

At

Mrs.

ife.

Miss Edith

MUSLIN UNDERWEAR.

Bar Harbor,

at

4.

apt. Elwood Richardson, who has been
the hospital at Bar Harbor for the last
month, has returned to his home here
very much out of health, so that be will
not be able to fill bis place in the lifesaving station.

Carter.

Mayo

rocks

the
wss

(

Msude Willey, of Yonkers, N. Y.,
uest of her mother. Mrs. Cynthia

Miss

White Canvas Oxfords and Pumps for Ladies, Misses ami Children ;
also Tennis Oxfords, Tan and Black Russian Calf. Agents for Burt’s
and Patrician; also Walkover for Ladies and Men.
We carry the largest stock of Boots and Shoes in the city.

from the

who

in

weeks.

A SALE OF WOMEN'S SHOES.

Friday found

John H. Pressey, who has been nursing
Charles
Gilpatrick at Greenfield since
early in the spring, has returned with his
patient to Northeast Harbor, as he did not
improve st Greenfield.

Harold

at

last

body of Edward Boardman,
washed

home.

are

Wedge

Frank

Herrick, who has been visiting friends st Stonington, has returned

Augusta,

many

served

Then it

Fred A.

Miss Alma

|

a

home from

en-

been

here he has

as

were

frlenda.

DrUilire, who
of Ellsworth, was
accompanied by Mr. Moulton, a retired
banker. They intend to extend their trip
as far cast as Grand Manan.
was

Hull's Cove to

Arthur Joy has gone
sail a yacht and his wife has prone there

Mr. and Mrs. Fraxier, of Connecticut,
at F. W. Cole’s for s few weeks.

came

not

Lamoiue.

in

friends

to

are

w

were

«ke

_

15.

Mrs. James Deane, of Roxbary, Mass.,
is the guest of Mrs. Georgia Foley.

Lester Nutter

There
R-

24.

juM.fled the erpeou.in,
,"0*
sd.„trers.

of iU many

pleasure-seekers last week as on the preEx-Mayor John IV la litre,
The ladies' aid society will hold its vious week.
spending annual fair and sale Wednesday, August of Minneapolis, has been calling on old

Mass.,

Everett,

of

days in tcwn.
Clifton Stanley, of Boston,

spending

1

visiting

is

aunt, Mrs. B. O. Dollard.
Mrs. Belle Blake and Mrs. Rose Allen
were in Rockland last week.
his

AT THE

||

Ul

Ckmntg \ew$. iff other page*.

>br Additional

fnU,

band had

lv »>
Storey cottage. Mr. and Mrs. Storey are
.N 1 1
<
'»•*
in Europe for tbv summer.
c****
j *»• w*'*(>«nn<i I Vnmu> A>mw
Mrs. Amy B. Workman, of Sullivan, has
EAST LAMOlNK.
been visiting this, her native place, after
an absence of five years.
Mrs. John L. DeLaittre and daughter
Edward 8. Brewer and wife, of Hol- Marie, who have been visiting old friends
brook, Mass., are here for the season. ; in town, left for their Minneapolis home
Miss Brewer ami her grandmother pre- on Monday of Wist week.
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BAR HARBOR.

j

**>

The body of Edward Bosrdman.
Harbor
was swept from the rock* st Bar
foun
while fishing on the Fourth, wai
near Baker's island Thurwday.
Tare* Germans

recently,

and

were

were

sitting

lunch**

at

overheard discussing

b'"
marriage ol a mutual
1
ol them remarked: "Id
you vhat. A man vhat marries d>'■.’Tint
hu
time don’t deserve to have loat
vile.”
the aeeond
when

one

Little Tommy was very quiet during
he
first courses, end everyone forgot
*rv
there. As the dessert was being
funnv *t®
a
told
host
the
however,
When be had finished and ‘be l»”g
had died away, bia little son
other
the •»
delightedly: “Sow, papa, tell

■
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OM*

*
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aastrtisniunt*.

i think they’re
best for the

BLOOD
Me.,J«**5ij^

Dear Sir*:— StoMngwn,
the be>
I think “L. F.” Bitten are
take for the blood and headache ^
utv.
In fact 1 would not be witbo
,
sawin the house, for they have
great many doctor’* bills.
P*1 f
Mu. Id* MYour*

respectfully,

The
all

true

“L. F.” Medicine
breaks up colds an

impuritiea,

corrects

the

digestion.—Buy

take it

at

once

well—3 sc.

at

if you
the .tore.
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